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FOREWORD
This report, prepared by Martin Marietta Corporation, is submitted to George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC), Alabama, in response to the requirements of contract NAS8-37856, Space
Transfer Vehicle Concept and Requirements, Data Procurement Document No. 709, DR-4.
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Executive Summary
:_ Contract Cioseout
Space Transfer Vehicle (STV) Concepts and Requirements Study
Contract Number NAS8-37856
September 1993
1.0 INTRODUCTION
With the initiative provided by President Bush to expand the exploration and habitation of space,
a need arose to define a reliable and low cost system for transporting man and cargo from the
earth surface or orbit to the surface of the moon or Mars. The definition of this system was two
fold, the need for a low cost, heavy lift Earth-To-Orbit system represents one of the major
emphasis and the other is the transportation system itself. Phase I of the STV study analyzed and
defined an efficient and reliable system that met the requirements and constraints of both the
existing and planned ETO systems and the surface habitation needs, as well arriving at the
definition of key technologies needed to accomplish the these missions. The results of the study
provide a family of systems that support a wide range of existing and potential space missions.
The simplest of the systems support the near earth orbital payload deliveries for both NASA and
the DoD, requiring very short mission duration with no recovery of any portion of the system.
The more complex systems provided support for the interplanetary manned missions to both the
moon and to Mars. These vehicles represented state-of-the art systems that provided safety as
well as reusable characteristics that allowed the system to be used in a spaced based mode, the
next step in the expansion of manned presence in space.
The space transportation tasks that the STV system was to perform, transport humans with
mission and science equipment from Earth to high earth orbits or the surfaces of the moon or
Mars, were divided into three phases. (1) Transportation to-and-from low Earth orbit (LEO)
being accomplished by the NSTS, ELVs, and new heavy-lift launch vehicles (HLLV) capable of
75 to 150 t cargo delivery; (2) space transfer vehicles providing round-trip transportation
between LEO, lunar, and planetary orbits; and (3) excursion vehicles providing transportation
between lunar/planetary orbits and their surfaces. Where one mode of transport gave way to
another, transportation nodes could be utilized. In low Earth orbit, Space Station Freedom or a
co-orbiting platform could serve that need. Elements of the space transfer and excursion vehicles
were delivered by the HLLV and crews by the NSTS. Once all the elements were delivered,
crews from SSF assemble, checkout, and then launched the vehicle. Following completion of the
planned stay at the orbital node, lunar surface, or Mars, the transfer vehicles returned the crew
and a limited amount of cargo to LEO where the vehicles were refurbished and serviced for
additional missions. Performing the transportation functions in this manner maximized the
commonality and synergism between the lunar and Mars space transportation systems and
brought the challenge of the exploration initiatives within the reach of orderly technology
advancement and development.
Our final report for Phase I addressed the future space transportation needs and requirements
based on the current assets, at the time, and their evolution through technology/advanced
development using a path and schedule that supported the world leadership role of the United
States in a responsible and realistic financial forecast. Always, and foremost, the
recommendations placed high values on the safety and success of missions both manned and
unmanned through a total quality management philosophy at Martin Marietta.
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Thesecondphaseof theSTV contractinvolvedtheuseof TechnicalDirectives(TD) to provide
short-termsupportfor specializedtasksasrequiredby the COTR. Threeof thesetaskswere
performed in parallel with PhaseI. Thesetasks were the Liquid Acquisition Experiment
(LACE), Liquid ReorientationExperiment(LIRE), andExpertSystemfor Design,Operation,
andTechnologyStudies(ESDOTS).Theresultsof theseTDswerereportedin conjunctionwiththePhaseI FinalReport
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2.0 TECHNICAL DIRECTIVES
2.1 TD06, Advanced Avionics Testbed Connectivity Study
Purpose
Many NASA centers have developed and maintained a variety of R&D laboratories in support of
various space programs. By linking the sizable avionics laboratory resources of NASA together
in an integrated environment, a powerful new national capability can be directed toward new
space initiatives. The SDIO's NTB is an example of an integrated test environment aimed at
leveraging existing R&D facilities into a network of federated laboratories. This integrated
systems approach provided the SDIO with considerable evaluation, test, and validation
capabilities at a reasonable cost. The NTB concept was patterned along the lines of NASA's
integrated mission simulation capabilities for the Shuttle Program, but greatly expanded to meet
the needs of the SDIO's validation missions. Historically many R&D labs have been built
support particular vehicle configurations with limited utility to other configurations. This
approach was justifiable when computer systems and interfacing devices were extremely
expensive. With the growing cost effectiveness of computer systems related to laboratory
operations, it is important for new projects to take advantage of this situation by integrating
existing facilities to meet the needs of proposed new programs to ensure the cost effective
development and implementation of new technology.
Martin Marietta shall formulate a preliminary concept for an integrated avionics laboratory for
future space transportation systems. Trade studies and analysis will be conducted to compare
and evaluate existing NASA avionics laboratory capabilities and assess the benefits of using an
integrated distributed approach similar to the NTB for combining the capabilities of multiple lab
systems. The foundation for concept development will be derived from the following reviews:
(1) a study of the avionics requirements derived by the Civil Space Programs
(2) an examination of existing NASA avionics laboratory facilities which support space
transportation systems, and
(3) an examination of existing NASA aeronautics avionics facilities which could be of
value to space transportation systems.
The reviews of advanced requirements and existing avionics facilities will be used to identify.key
sources of avionics testing support (hardware and software) and as sources of data and experuse
in various technical areas related to advanced avionics technologies. The results of these
investigations will provide definitions of a wide range of avionics test be architecture concepts,
at the local level, and at the integrated avionics systems level.
The concept formulation process will include an open, distributed architecture which ultimately,
when developed, will allow addressing the following six stages of avionics systems
development:
1) The ability to evaluate concepts and technologies employed in the design of transportation
systems through the extensive use of software tools.
2) The ability to conduct rapid prototyping (hardware and software) of transportation systems
concepts for evaluation
3) The ability to conduct subsystem simulations to explore performance (e.g. dynamics, flight
code validation, calibrations, etc.)
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4) TheabiHty toconduci en-to-endsimuiations continuing a _xtureof simulated, emulated,
and prototype avionics systems for the purpose of validating performance and architectures
during the initial phases of program development.
5) The ability to conduct integrated hardware-in-the-loop simulations for the purpose of
demonstration, evaluation, validation, and verification.
6) The ability to conduct real-time mission monitoring, analysis, and mission support as
required.
The operational concept formulated for this study will define the major and minor node
architectures of an integrated avionics test bed which will provide for 1) autonomy of operation
for each element in dealing with integration and development issues, within their purview, and 2)
an integrated avionics test bed with the capability for interoperability and integration of elements
across a wide spectrum of operating ranges. To achieve the interoperability and integration goals
of the study, the contractor will define appropriate standards, compatibility, transportability, and
other open architecture objectives necessary for an integrated avionics test bed.
Defined Tasks
The contractor shall:
1)
2)
3)
Develop a generalized conceptual design that includes the characterization of NASA's
existing avionics facilities and laboratories and identification of key resources within the
agency which could be of value to an integrated avionics test bed for a space transportation _
system.
Conduct a communication connective analysis of existing NASA systems and identify gaps
in capabilities or technology which would not adequately support the concept of an integrated
avionics test bed.
Develop architectural concepts for an integrated avionics test bed which address
transportability of hardware and software components.
Deliverables
The outputs of this study will be two viewgraph presentations, the second of which will include
facing page text. Hard copies of the second presentation will be provided as a final report.
2.2 TD07, Lunar Transportation System
Purpose
The contractor shall support the MSFC Lunar Transportation Study Team through the
development of key study data. Parametrics, sensitivities, analysis, and trade studies will be
conducted to define the vehicle and operational characteristics for an alternative approach to the
Option 5 SEI lunar mission architecture. An assessment of technology/advanced development
benefits will be conducted using parametric analysis and trade studies to develop options and a
plan which can become part of the mission architecture analysis and transportation system
definition process. The contractor shall conduct an assessment of mission architectures
recommended by the synthesis committee at a level of detail directed by MSFC.
The foundation from which this analysis activity is based but not constrained, includes:
1) Phase I STV Concept and Requirements Study recommendations for LTS configuration
design, operation, and technology/advanced development implementation plan.
2) SEI Lunar Outpost Phased Exploration Plan (05 June 1990)
V
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3) SSF/STV Accommodations Study, supplement with recomn_ndation from the 90-day
Redesign study.
4) MASE SRD requirements apply except for payload and staytimes.
5) Phased Lunar Approach programmatics and assumptions documented in the January 1991
handout.
6) MSFC-PD will provide the HLLV configuration dimensioned drawings to develop vehicle
designs, the HLLV & STS launch costs to perform the Earth recovery mode trade, and the
storable engine development costs and programmatics to perform the cryo/storable vs all cryo
trade.
Defined Tasks
The contractor will:
Develop an alternate LTS concept that uses a rendezvous and docking assembly approach the
define the corresponding detailed vehicle design, operations concept, and LCC profile.
Pararnetrics and studies shall be performed to evaluate delivery mass ranges, mission
scenarios, propulsion systems, vehicle stage quantities, and technology/advanced
development impacts. Develop a lunar transfer vehicle design to perform phase II of the
Phase Lunar Approach.
a) design vehicles for 4 different vehicle configurations:
i 2 propulsion/avionics (P/A) vehicle (90 day ref. optimized)
ii Single P/A vehicle
iii 3 stage vehicle (2 stage lander vehicle)
iv 3 stage vehicle with storable ascent vehicle
b) design vehicles for 3 different earth return mission modes (all ground based)
i earth reenter directly to ground base (consider ground & water recovery)
ii Aerobrake EOI, STS recovery
iii All-propulsive EOI, STS recovery
c) perform sensitivities for the following vehicle parameters:
i payload size for piloted (0-15t) and cargo expendable (5-500 modes
ii lander stay time when base not available
d) identify design impact if ground based (HLLV crew launch)
1)
2) The contractor shall execute a three phase performance and benefit assessment of
Technology/Advanced Development needs for "Option 5" transportation systems.
Phase one shall assess the technologies within the following categories; they are listed in the
order of their priority:
a. Cryo Systems
b. Avionics/Software
c. Engine/Propulsion
d. Aerobrake
e. Vehicle In-Space Assembly
f. Orbit Launch and Checkout
g. Vehicle Structure
h. Crew Module
i. Environmental Control Life Support System
j. Lunar/Mars Surface Operations
k. Ground Operations
1. Vehicle Flight Operations
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Evaluate the technologies using the following criteriar=- = , _ _= =
Cost - Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and Nonrecurring
Recurring savings per vehicle
Design, Development, Test, and Evaluation and Research and Technology (R&T)
Benefit - LCC verses R&T Cost
Net Present Value at 5%
Performance - Safety, Reliability, Space Transfer Vehicle (STV), impacts, Launch Vehicle
and infrastructure impacts
Schedule - Technology readiness Level 6 by STV PDR, Determine Lead time required to
mitigate risk
3)
Other - Reusability, Producibility, Maintainability, Adaptability, Man-rateability, Fault
Tolerant Capability, and Space Base Capability
Phase two, perform a more in-depth analysis of a selected group of the technologies from
Phase one using the above criteria. The technologies to be studied will be identified by
NASA at or near the completion of Phase one.
Phase three, assess the refined technologies with respect to the architectures recommended by
the Synthesis group.
For the following Lunar Mission Technology Areas:
a. Aerobrake
b. Avionics_ ................. ......
c. Cryogenic Engine
d. Cryogenic Fluid Management
e. In Space Operations/Assembly
f. Structures and materials
Perform parametric studies to determine sensitivities to a range of architectures and mission
scenarios. This will include:
Development of a "benefit/cost" analysis to the extent feasible given the parametric
nature of this task
Utilization of Taguchi methods where applicable
Assessment of qualitative (maintainability, reusability, etc.) parameters as well as
quantitative (cost, performance, etc.) to the extent feasible given the parametric nature of
this task
4) Support the MSFC Lunar Transportation Study Team in the assessment of synthesis mission
architecture recommendations as requested by the COTR.
Deliverables
The contractor shall provide design datalnciudifig interior iayouts_ui-Ci_eh_o_ _ _-9_ "
configuration sketches, one top level engineering drawing of the selected configuration for the
complete LTS vehicle andeach crew module, mass property statements, and sequential
statements, a description of selected subsystems, a description of orbital processing (for space
based) and regular maintenance tasks, and a listing of the technology, readiness level for selected
. i
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subsystems.Resultswill bepresented in viewgraph and facing page format at two reviews, the
first of which will coincide with MSFC's April 1991 Space Transportation Week and the second
to occur son after task completion. Final documentation will consist of hard copies of the final
presentation.
2.3 TD08, Integrated Modular Engine Feasibility Study
Objective
The incorporation of integrated modular engines (IME) in vehicles such as upper stages, transfer
vehicles, and landers offers attractive benefits which include differential throttling of engines for
thrust vector control, modularization of the propulsion components for reliability and
maintainability, and improved propulsion system packaging for performance and operational
efficiency. The use of differential thrusting allows the deletion of TVC actuators arid gimbaled
propellant feed ducts. Modularization provides additional flexibility in location ano num_rs ot
pumps, thrust chambers and inlet manifolds.
A study shall be performed that defines concepts for space vehicles incorporating the IME,
quantifies potential IME benefits, identifies issues that must be addressed, and defines the
technical and programmatic actions required to develop the IME.
Defined Tasks
The following tasks shall be performed during this study.
System Definition
" The contractor shall develop conceptual designs for a variety of vehicles including upper
stages, landers, and transfer vehicles that use the IME concept. The outputs of the task shall
include:
An evaluation of the application of the IME concept to a range of space vehicle applications.
This evaluation shall include the definition of configuration options, propulsion operating
modes (e.g., tank head idle, full thrust, continuous and step deep-throttling),
vehicle/propulsion system interfaces, operations impacts, and evolution paths to other
vehicles.
An evaluation of different concepts for achieving turbopump, thrust chamber, and feed
system redundancy and reliability. The pros and cons of various strategies shall be quantified
and evaluated.
A comparison of vehicle performance parameters for the IME concept and a comparable
conventional propulsion system. This comparison shall include propulsion system
performance (nominal, throttled, off-nominal), power requirements, and vehicle weight and
size impacts.
Analysis
The following analyses shall be performed during this study:
The thrust vector control (TVC) requirements imposed on the propulsion system by the
vehicles shall be defined. Strategies for achieving these roll, pitch, and yaw TVC
requirements using the IME shall be defined and associated propulsion system parameters
shall be quantified. A preliminary weight statement shall be prepared to quantify the benefit
of eliminating conventional TVC hardware.
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The adwfntagds_d_isadvantages ovTV_oi_s engine exhau_xp_siOn strategies (bell
nozzles, plug nozzles, etc.) shall be analyzed. Computer analyses shall be performed to
determine the effects of expansion surface geometry on performance and flow parameters
during the engine burn phase.
Thermal analyses shall be performed to quantify the heat transfer in the expansion surface
region that may be used to drive the turbomachinery. This analysis shall address a variety of
mission scenarios including full thrust, throttled, differentially throttled, and "module-out".
Technology Develonmerlt
The contractor shall identify IME technology issues and recommend a program for bringing
the IME concept to a level of technical maturity where it becomes a viable option for a space
vehicle propulsion system. This program definition shall include technology development
objectives, test objectives and requirements, hardware options, resource requirements, facility
requirements, and program schedule.
Deliverables
A project plan which defines the contractor's proposed approach shall be submitted to MSFC
within two weeks of initiation of the Technical Directive. The contractor shall produce brief,
written monthly progress reports, documenting the previous month's activities, plans for the
current month, problem areas. An informal estimate of the cost and manpower status will also be
provided each month. The contractor shall conduct a mid-term review and a final review at
MSFC. A final report documenting the study, including all analyses, trades, assumptions and
conclusions shall be submitted.
2.4 TD09, Upper Stage Evolution Study
Purpose
The contractor shall support the MSFC Upper Stages Group through the assessment and
development of a strategy for the planning, definition, and implementation of an NLS Upper
Stage program. This will be done by looking back at what has been done, what was learned
(both good and bad) from what was done, and where we ought to go based on existing and
planned launch vehicles and boosters. Commonality of upper stages across all NLS vehicles will
be studied and defined where applicable.
Defined Tasks
The contractor will:
(1)
Requirements Studies and the 90-Day Study. Based on this identify the
a. Key Groundrules and Assumptions
i. Are they still valid?
ii. Should they be valid?
iii. Are there any missing?
b. System Drivers
i. How do they drive the system?
ii. Should they drive the system?
iii. Why do they drive the system?
Review work already performed under both Space Transfer Vehicle Concept
following:
and
8
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(2)
(3)
c. Lessons Learned
i. What should be done.'?
ii. What shouldn't be done?
d. Key or Enabling Technologies
I. What areas need to be developed?
Recommend a strategy for defining the upper stage or family of upper stages for the
planned NLS vehicles (20K, 50K, and evolution options) to perform DoD and NASA
missions including manned Lunar missions.
Develop for an NLS Upper Stage program that supports the needs and requirements of
NASA and the DoD, including system definition and an implementation plan. Based on
the current NLS plan of having an upper stage on the 20K and 50K launch vehicles in the
2004 timeframe, the contractor will:
a. Identify what the upper stages for the NLS vehicles are likely to be.
b. Identify what the NLS upper stages need to be for NASA's purposes.
c. Identify if there is a modular approach which gives us a family of upper
stages and vehicles (20K, 50K, evolving to support Lunar missions).
d. Understand and identify what needs to be done for NLS to support
NASA's needs.
The contractor shall perform special task studies and analyses, as directed by the COTR,
to support NASA and MSFC in the:
a. Definition of the upper stage(s) for NLS and existing vehicles to perform NASA
missions including Lunar missions
b. Conduct of other Transportation Vehicle related activities.
Deliverables
Results will be presented in viewgraph and facing page format at reviews as required, including
MSFC's March 1992 and June 1992 Space Transportation Week. Final documentation will
consist of hard copies of the final presentation.
2.5 TD10, Propulsion Avionics Module Study
Purpose
The contractor shall support the MSFC Upper Stages Group through the assessment and
development of a strategy for the planning, definition, and implementation of a propulsion
avionics (PA) module. This willl be done by defining the PA module requirements based on
planned and future mission needs and launch vehicle capabilities to develop a conceptual
definition(s) of the PA module(s) for a family of evolvable upper stages.
Defined Tasks
The contractor shall:
(1) Identify the groundrules and assumptions for this study and obtain MSFC agreement with
them.
(2) Based on the CNDB91, the National Mission Model, the ETO Options, an SEI
Architecture, and any updates to these define a PA module(s) requirements for the
following areas:
9
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- Evolution
Growth
Commonality
- Duration
- Missions
- Subsystems
- Technology
(3) Define concepts and conduct analyses and evaluations of a broad range of candidate PA
module designs. Concept definition is to include the following:
Function
Elements
Interfaces
(4) For the recommended configurations(s) define the following:
Operational Model
Engineering Model
(5) Define the programrnatics for the selected PA module configuration(s):
- Program Schedule
- DDT&E
- Funding Profile
(6) Identify the operations involved in the following areas:
- Scenario Commonality
- Flight
- Ground
- Space
Deliverables
The set of groundrules and assumptions and the set of PA module requirements which were
agreed to by MSFC and used for this study. For each configuration the following information
will be provided:
Dimensioned drawings of the configuration
Launch vehicle interfaces
- Mission/Requirements
- Programmatics (Schedule, Cost, DDT&E)
- Operations (Ground, Flight, Space)
- Analysis Results (Databases)
This information is to be included in a final report which will consist of hard copies of the final
presentation.
2.6 TDll, Cryogenic Lander Study (FLO)
Purpose
The contractor shall support the MSFC Upper Stages Group through the assessment and
development of a one and a half stage lunar lander using cryogenic propellants. This lander will
be based on JSC/SEI requirements to the extent possible.
V
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Defined Tasks
The contractor shall:
(1) Use groundrules and assumptions as provided by NASA/MSFC to identify configurations
for a stage and a half cryogenic lander.
(2) Generate performance data to allow to downselect to one option.
(3) For the selected configuration generate the following:
3 view drawings of the lander configuration
mass properties of the vehicle
mission profile
any performance deltas due to change in engine number (baseline is 4 RL-10 A3s
or RL10-A4s)
(4) Additional work as directed by the COTR that is within the timeframe and scope of this
task directive.
Deliveralbes
For each final configuration the following information will be provided:
Dimensioned drawings of the configuration
Mass properties
Mission Profiles
Benefits/drawbacks of 2-5 engines
2.7 TD12, Upper Stage Requirements and Concepts Study
Purpose
The contractor shall support the MSFC Upper Stage Group in the development of an Upper
Stage System that is capable of meeting the needs of a changing space transportation
environment. This approach will strive toward providing a system that requires:
To
Shorter development times by using existing hardware, modular systems/subsystems, and
standard interfaces whenever possible.
Streamlined Operations supporting processing, launching, and operating of multiple
Upper Stage/Launch Vehicle configurations.
Flexibility in mission support and infrastructure integration so that systems can evolve to
meet new mission objectives.
meet these objectives, definition efforts will include:
Key design and operations requirements based on the capabilities of existing and planned
launch vehicles.
Indepth definition of the conceptual design(s) to include preliminary mass statements,
thermal analysis, and stress analysis.
Integration of functional requirements and conceptual design into an optimized
operations concept which reduces mission/payload unique ground processing, on-site
vehicle integration, and ground command and control.
11
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Thefoundationfrom which thisanalysisis based,butnotconstrained,includes: : _ -_--.....
(1) Upper Stage Evolution Study (TD09) Mission Requirements (Near Earth, Lunar, and
Mars)
(2) Upper Stage Evolution Study (TD09) and P/A Module Study (TD10) Groundrules
and Assumptions
(3) First Lunar Outpost Feasibility Technical Support and One and a Half Stage Cryo
Lunar Lander Study (TD11)
(4) Existing and Planned ELV characteristics as available from NASA and Industry
(5) P/A Module Study (TD10) Requirements and Conceptual Definition
(6) Existing and Planned NASA/Industry System and Subsystem Test Bed
Characteristics and Databases
(7) STV, OTV, USRS, and existing Upper Stage performance and design data
Defined Tasks
The contractor shall:
(1)
(2)
Develop a detailed Study Task Plan that includes key milestones and connectivity to
future study activities.
Definition of an Upper Stage System Functional Profile to the system and subsystem
level. Ground and flight operation functions for each mission will be defined and
analyzed. Payload independence will be determined with a goal to minimize payload
specific functions where possible. Profile to include detailed mission event
sequencing and timelines.
(3) Based on Upper Stage DRMs and ETO capabilities, conduct requirements analysis to
define system and subsystems requirements for:
Performance
Operations
Interfaces & Integration
Programmatics
Technology Availability and Development
Parametric analysis will be utilized to enhance design flexibility. Analysis will
provide identification of resolution to design and operations drivers.
(4) Provide detailed conceptual definition based on system and subsystem functions and
requirements. Definition to include:
System and Subsystem concept design and layouts
Payload/Launch Vehicle Interfaces
Mass Properties
(5) Develop and submit for MSFC authentication a System Requirements
Document/Upper Stage System "A" Specification.
12
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(6)
(7)
Conduct studies and analysis to define an innovative and efficient Upper Stage
Operations concept. Approach is to be capable of processing, launching, and
operating multiple Upper Stage/Launch Vehicle configurations.
Develop detailed engineering data to Pre-prototype level. Package to include:
S/K drawings (system & subsystem)
Hardware acquisition recommendations (shopping list)
Detailed test/qualification plan
Specialized Analysis
thermal
dynamic
stress
material
- etc.
(8) Perform special task studies and analyses, as directed by the COTR, to support NASA
and MSFC in the:
a) Definition of upper stages for planned and existing launch vehicles to perform
NASA missions including Near Earth, Lunar, and Mars missions.
b) Conduct of other Transportation Vehicle related activities.
Deliverables
The contractor shall provide:
- Detailed Study Plans
- Initial and an update near task completion
- Identification of additional studies needed and timeframe needed
- Functional Profile/Events Sequence/Timelines
System Requirements Document
Recommended System Concept
- dimensioned configuration drawings/layouts
- preliminary interface document
- mass properties
Pre-prototype engineering
Programmatics
cost
schedule
technology
- Operations Concept (Ground, Launch, Flight)
Results will be presented in viewgraphs and facing page format at two reviews, the first
occurring in mid to late June and the final review occurring early in October. Final
documentation will consist of hard copies of the f'mal presentation.
2.8 TD13, Phase II, Upper Stage Requirements and Concepts Study
Purpose
Previous Space Transportation Vehicle (STV) Contract activities addressed three areas: Space
Exploration Initiative (SEI), Upper Stages, and Technology. Tasks defined in this Technical
Directive (TD) build on previous efforts. Tasks include allocating NASA requirements to the
TLIAlpper Stage subsystem level, conducting studies to determine internal relationships and
operations concepts, and further investigation of Vehicle Health Management (VHM).
13
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Defined Tasks
Tasks, in this TD, are defined to meet the needs of three customers. A requirements analysis task
supports the First Lunar Outpost (FLO) Systems Engineering Team. Upper Stage tasks provide
support to the MSFC HLLV Product Development Team (PDT) as well as the FLO Systems
Engineering Team. And, in the area of Technology, tasks focus on VHM to support the
intercenter Integrated Vehicle Health Management OVHM) Team.
Space Exploration Initiative
1) The STV Contractor shall allocate applicable FLO functional and performance requirements
to the TLl/Upper Stage conceptual design. Also, the STV Contractor shall document Element
Level Interface requirements. The FLO Earth to Space (ETS) Systems Engineering Team will
provide the system and subsystem requirements. This activity supports the FLO engineering
design reviews.
1) The STV Contractor shall conduct trade studies regarding TLl/Upper Stage subsystems to
identify programmatic and technical issues and options. The STV Task Team shall document the
results of these studies and provide recommendations to the NASA FLO ETS and HLLV SEI
Vehicle Systems Development Team (SDT) and SEI Engine Product Development Team (PDT).
2) The STV Contractor shall allocate requirements, provided by the NASA FLO ETS and
HLLV SEI Vehicle Systems SDT and Engine PDT, to the TLI/Upper Stage Concept. Based on
these requirements, and results of the TLI/Upper Stage trade studies, the STV Contractor shall
refine and further define the TLI/Upper Stage conceptual design. Conceptual design shall
include, but is not limited to:
• System and subsystem concept design and layouts: .....
• Payload and Launch Vehicle Interfaces
• TLIAJpper Stage mass properties
3) The STV Contractor shall study innovative approaches to the Upper stage Operations
Concept. The study shall focus on programmatic and technical benefits derived from the P/A
Module (TD10) when used in processing, launching, and operating multiple Upper Stage/Launch
Vehicle configurations.
4) The STV Contractor shall perform special task studies and analyses, as directed by the
COTR, to support NASA and MSFC in the (a) Definition of upper stages for planned and
existing launch vehicles to perform NASA missions including Near Earth and Lunar missions
and (b) Conduct of other Transportation Vehicle related activities.
X amoa9_ 
1) Products from TD12 included quad chart descriptions and supporting rationale and
prioritization of near term technologies related to Integrated Vehicle Health Management
(IVHM).The STV Contractor shall recommend demonstrations that quantify improved cost and
reliability, and performance gained through VHM technologies. Recommended demonstrations
shall focus on three target vehicles: Titan III, FLO ETS, and the TLI/Upper Stage with early
emphasis on Titan III.
2) The NASA FLO ETS and HLLV Engineering Teams will provide functional and
performance requirements. The STV Contractor shall analyze these requirements and extend the
VHM system conceptual definition to the subsystem level.
Deliverables
The contractor shall document the results of the tasks in a bound set of 8 1/2" x 11" charts with
facing page text. Deliverables shall include, but are not limited to: '
14
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• Detailed Study Plans
• Functional Profile or Events Sequence or Timelines at the TLI subsystem level
• Requirements Traceability Documentation for allocated system and subsystem
requirements
• Dimensioned configuration and layout drawings
• Mass properties list
• Progrmmnatics - costs, schedules, technologies, issues, recommendations
• Processing and Operations Concepts for Ground, Launch, and Flight mission phases
• Interface Requirements Documents
• IVHM analysis results, recommendations, and rationale.
2.9 TD14, FLO TLI Study
Purpose
Space Transportation elements defined by Space Transfer Vehicle (STV) contract studies include
upper stages, transfer vehicles, and landers. These elements can accomplish design reference
missions (DRMs) ranging from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to interplanetary exploration. Common
subsystems have been emphasized in these studies. A prime example of a common subsystem is
the Propulsion/Avionics (P/A) Module, defined under Technical Directive #10,. The P/A
Module has been applied to upper stages for Titan IV, National Launch System (NLS) 2, NLS 3,
and a Trans Lunar Injection (TLI) stage. This Technical Directive defines a task for an
architectural analysis to provide the "big picture" of how these conceptual elements meet the
needs of today and tomorrow.
Defined Tasks
Task 1: Architecture Assessment:
The contractor shall conduct a space transfer vehicle architectural analysis of mission and system
requirements to layout a roadmap that will enabler NASA to plan future space transportation
systems. The architecture shall identify time periods, evolution capability, requirements, cost,
etc. It shall focus on near term missions and explain the evolution path necessary to accomplish
far term missions. The contractor shall assist Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in the
integration of the upper stage architecture into the overall space transportation architecture.
Ground rules and assumptions will be determined in a Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM)
between the contractor and MSFC representatives.
T_k 2: First Lunar Outoost
The contractor shall perform tasks necessary to complete the First Lunar Outpost (FLO) effort.
This effort will focus on the system requirements, interfaces, functional flow, operations,
programmatics, and subsystem definitions of the TLI stage.
T_sk 3: Soecial Studies
The contractor shall perform special task studies and analyses, as directed by the COTR, to
support NASA and MSFC. Studies will focus on upper stages for planned and existing vehicles
to perform NASA missions and other _ansportation vehicle related activities.
Deliverables
The contractor shall document the results of the tasks in a bound set of 8 1/2" x 11" charts with
facing page text. Deliverables shall include, but are not limited to:
• TLI Data Package for FLO, as defined by TD #12 and TD #13
• Upper Stage concepts and system requirements derived from architectural analysis
15
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2.10
Programmatics _costs,. sch_ules, technologies, issues, recommendations
Processing and uperatlons Concepts for Ground, Launch, andlqight_ssion phases
Roadmaps depicting upper stage systems, technologies, and development infrastructure
TD15, Fluid Acquisition and Resupply Experiment (FARE) Data
Analysis and Consultation
Purpose
The Fluid Acquisition and Resupply Experiment (FARE) flew aboard STS-53. Two acrylic
tanks, a flowmeter display, accelerometers, and video equipment comprised the experiment. A
blue fluid, simulating propellant passed from a supply tank to a receiving tank. Experimental
data includes videotapes and 35 mm photographs. This Technical Directive (TD) defines tasks
for data analysis and consultation to the MSFC FARE team.
Defined Tasks
Task 1: Data Analysis
The contractor shall analyze FARE videotapes, accelerometer graphs, crew annotations, and still
photographs. Analysis shall include a broad review of the entire data set and detailed evaluations
as determined by Telecon with the MSFC FARE team. Evaluations shall include correlation
between test results and analytical predictions and computational fluid dynamic analysis. During
the period of performance, the contractor shall maintain communications with the MSFC FARE
team for consultation and discussion of data analysis.
Task 2: Process Improvemerll
The contractor shall provide commentary regarding the FARE video tapes, and other data,
identify problems encountered during analysis, lessons learned, and define applications of
experiment results for flight systems.
Deliverables
The contractor shall prepare a brief Analysis Plan that defines the approach to accomplishing
Task 1 and 2. The NASA FARE team will have ten (10) working days to revise the plan. The
contractor shall document information derived from Task 1 and Task 2 in a final report. The
final report shall contain texts with supporting figures and tables.
2.11 TD16, Upper Stage Requirements and Architecture Study
Purpose
Three products from Technical Directive 14 provide the framework for accomplishing analysis
tasks related to upper stage systems, technologies and infrastructures. These products include
architectures, an upper stage market analysis, and upper stage technical requirements document
(TRD). This technical directive will refine these products by determining quantitative
requirements associated with architectural elements and establishing relationships between theproducts.
Defined Tasks
Task 1: Architecture Assessment
The contractor shall refine the architectures developed under TD 14. Architectural elements
include upper stage configurations, technologies and infrastructures. The contractor shall assess
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these architectures to determine options that lead to cost effective upper stages and provide an
evolution path to exploration class vehicles. The contractor shall assist Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC) in the integration of the upper stage architecture into the overall space
transportation architecture. Ground rules and assumptions will be determined in a Technical
Interchange Meeting (TIM) between the contractor and MSFC representatives.
Task 2: Upper Stage Market Analysis
The contractor shall analysis the upper stage market to determine the need for upper stage
capabilities and programmatic requirements. This analysis includes an assessment of existing
upper stages and the economic environment. Results of this assessment will enable the Space
Transportation Exploration Office to define upper stage programs. In addition to defining
program requirements, the contractor shall define approaches for gaining advocacy of resulting
upper stage programs.
Task 3: Reauirements Analysis
The contrac-tor shall determine mission and system level requirements for an Upper Stage
Program. System requirements must support program requirements determined in Task 2 and
provides parameters and constraints that the architectural elements in Task 1 are defined against.
The contractor shall perform requirements analysis which provide an understanding of the
requirements impact with respect to performance, schedule, cost, technologies, as applicable.
The requirements analysis will also serve to provide rationale for values in the TRD.
Task 4: Special Studies
The contractor shall perform special task studies and analyses, as directed by the COTR, to
support NASA and MSFC. Studies will focus on upper stages for planned and existing vehicles
to perform NASA missions and other transportation vehicle related activities.
Deliverables
The contractor shall document the results of the tasks in a bound set of 8 1/2" x 11" charts with
facing page text. Deliverables shall include, but are not limited to:
Upper Stage Architectures - Packages include a graphic roadmap identifying
configurations, technologies and infrastructures with supporting material for each
element of the architecture. These architectures provide the structure for the other
products of this TD.
Up_r Stage Market Analysis - This deliverable includes assessments of existing and
proposed upper stages in terms of capabilities, costs, schedules, technologies,
issues, etc. This analysis must provide a basis for recommended programs that fulfill
specific needs determined by the market analysis. This analysis shall provide
traceability to the architectures and technical requirements.
Technical Reouirements Document (TRD) - Top level requirements document
accompanied by results of the supporting requirements analyses and sensitivities
performed during the TD.
2.12 TD17, Spacecraft Technology Center Transfer
Purpose
The introduction of the Space Transfer Vehicle (STV) contract states: "This new study will
attempt to utilize the emerging launch vehicle definition and the latest mission scenarios to
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define a flexible, high performance, cost effective, evolutionary upper stage program for NASA
and the United States and provide information necessary to proceed with system definition and
planning." Previous technical directives (TD) defined program and performance requirements
for upper stage systems. To proceed with system definition and planning, MSFC needs the
requirements in an electronic format and a the necessary tools to analyze, process, and configure
the requirements. This Technical Directive (TD) defines work that results in an upper stage
requirements analysis and management system.
Defined Tasks
Task 1: Upper Stage Requirements Database Imolementation
The contractor shall port the essential upper stage system program and performance requirements
into a Systems Engineering Data Base (SEDB). The Upper Stage SEDB shall provide the
capability to analyze the impact to relationships when specific requirements are changed. The
contractor shall supervise the installation of the database on a MSFC host computer and provide
training to MSFC personnel on the use of the database.
Task 2: Upper Stage R¢o_uiremcnts Analysis and Management System
The contractor shall develop a plan for the procurement, delivery, installation of a requirements
analysis and management system. Plans shall also describe "hands on" system training of MSFC
personnel.
Task 3: S_rmcial Tasks
The contractor shall perform special task studies and analyses, as directed by the COTR, to
support NASA and MSFC. Studies will focus on upper stages for planned and existing vehicles
to perform NASA missions and other transportation vehicle related activities.
Deliverables
Deliverables shall include, but are not limited to:
• Upper Stage Requiremellts Databi_¢ - A Systems Engineering DataBase containing Upper
Stage System requirements developed under the Upper Stage Architecture Study.
• Upper Stage Requirements Analysis and Management System - The contractor shall deliver
the following system components in an electronic format compatible with the platform that will
host the requirements analysis and management system. The contractor shall develop a
procurement plan that establishes procurement and delivery milestones and describes the support
necessary for system installation and training.
1. System Engineering Data Base (SEDB) Management System
2. Oracle for Sun SPARC capable of supporting TBD users
3. An option to upgrade Oracle for an additional TBD users
4. RDD100/SD - one (1) copy (Sun IPX workstation)
5. RDD100/RE - one (1) copy (Sun IPX workstation)
6. RDD 100/DVF - one(l) copy (Sun IPX workstation)
7.4th Dimension for the Macintosh - TBD copies
• Installation and Training - A detailed plan explaining procedures for installing, testing, and
training MSFC personnel on the use of the SEDB and associated software. The contractor shall
perform installation, testing and training functions in accordance with the plan.
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
Cost analysis of existing launch systems has demonstrated a need for a new upper stage that will
increase America's competitiveness in the global launch services market. To provide a growth
path to future exploration class STV's, we must develop near-term low-cost upper stages
featuring modularity, portability, scalability, and evolvability.
NASA should establish a concurrent engineering development environment that leverages
existing resources within government and industry. The STV study has developed concepts for
this concurrent engineering development environment. Such an environment requires executive
!evel support and lVmancial commitment from all participants. With the proper tools and
increased communication, future upper stage projects can decrease development costs. The
Clinton administration's NII Initiative can provide the communication backbone necessary to
implement the network.
We can reduce avionics life cycle costs and systems operation costs through IVHM technologies.
IVHM development and demonstration programs should capture resulting data and requirements
in a data base accessible through the concurrent engineering development environment. Also,
the development environment should provide design tools that assist designers to incorporate
IVHM technologies in upper stage designs.
A team comprised of industry and Government should develop an IME/PA module. A module
combining the benefits of the IME and P/A would provide a scalable platform for future upper
stage systems. Through scalability, an IME/PA module can offer optimized engine thrust for
each mission. In the immediate future, NASA could initiate a ground demonstration program
that results in three P/A module test articles corresponding to the sizes of upper stages described
in this paper. These test articles could function as engine test stand fixtures for a variety of
engine sizes and multiple engine configurations.
These recommendations define a program that: (1) leverages ongoing activities to establish a
new development environment, (2) develop technologies that benefit the entire life cycle of a
system, and (3) result in a scalable hardware platform that provides a growth path to future upper
stages.
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Foreword
This report presents the results of an analysis of the data from the f'trst flight of the
Fluid Acquisition and Resupply Experiment (FARE). The effort was performed as
Technical Directive 15 for contract NAS8-37856, under the direction of the principal
investigator, Susa_ Driscoll of the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama. The
FARE project was managed by Sam Dominick of Martin Marietta. It is only fair to
acknowledge the contributions of the STS-53 crew who performed the tests, in particular
Rich Clifford, Jim Voss and Guy Buford.
V
I. Introduction
The Fluid Acquisition and Resupply Experiment (FARE) is a shuttle middeck payload
that was launched on STS-53 on December 2, 1992. Over the next six days, eight tests
were performed, investigating the zero-g transfer and expulsion of liquids from a subscale
model tank. The test objectives were as follows:
• Demonstrate the low gravity operation of a total communication screen channel type
acquisition device during tank expulsion and refill.
• Demonstrate the low gravity venting of a tank while filling, making use of the
capillary liquid orientation and controlling the inflow momentum.
• Demonstrate the static behavior of the liquid under ambient low gravity conditions
and its dynamic behavior with specifically applied accelerations.
The experiment consisted of two modules that mounted in place of four lockers in the
middeck of the orbiter (Figure 1). The lower module had the supply tank, which used an
etastomeric diaphragm for expulsion. The tests began with the supply tank completebJ
fdled and some additional liquid stored in the calibrated cylinder mounted on the front of
the module. The upper module had the receiver tank, which was the primary interest in the
testing. The receiver tank had a four channel, total communication, surface tension type
expulsion device, and a fill nozzle and baffle as a means of filling the tank. The tanks were
interconnected for transfer, pressurization, and venting. A pressurization system provided
regulated air at 10 psig from a 2000 psig source. A port allowed the modules to be
connected to the orbiter waste management system, serving as an overboard vent.
Functioning of the experiment was achieved with valves operated by the astronauts per a
procedure. Figure 2 is a plumbing schematic. Each test consisted of filling the receiver
tank from the supply tank and then reversing the flow to expel the receiver tank.
Also included in the modules was an orbiter powered back-lighting system for the
receiver tank, a flow meter to accurately determine the flow from the supply tank to the
receiver tank, and a NASA provided acceleration measuring and recording system. Data
was collected primarily by two video cameras, one aimed at the upper half of the receiver
tank and one aimed at the lower half. Crew comments were recorded along with the video
and were annotated on the test procedure. 35ram still photos supplemented the video data.
Further description of the experiment can be found in reference 1.
Fi_oa.u-e1. FARE installed in orbiter rniddeck.
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jrl. Test Description
The following description of the FARE I tests was derived from the video data,
including comments on the sound track, still photos and annotations on the test procedure.
Table 1 is the test matrix.
-Evacuated fiH at 1.2 gpm
There was a small quantity of liquid initially in the receiver tank, that could not be
emptied following the functional tests performed prior to installation in the orbiter. With
the orbital vertical for launch, this residual was oriented to what is called the front of the
tank. At the beginning of test 1 it could be seen in the gap between the channel and tank
wall, only in the vicinity of the tank girth. The initial reading on the air bottle pressure gage
was 1950 psi which closely matched the initial load of 2000 psi, measured with a precision
gage.
After evacuating the receiver tank for 30 to 40 minutes the pressure could never be
reduced to less than -28 in. Hg. The test Conditions were 14.8 psia (30.1 in. Hg) cabin
pressure and a liquid temperature of 76.5 °F. At this temperature the saturation pressure of
water is 0.46 psi or 0.93 in. Hg. Since there was water in the receiver tank, the lowest
pressure to which the tank could be evacuated, unless it was completely dryed, would be
-29.2 in. Hg. With the ground support equipment, including a vacuum pump, it typically
took 15 to 20 minutes to evacuate the receiver tank to around -29 in. Hg. The difference is
attributed to either a greater flow resistance in the orbiter overboard system or a small leak
downstream of the FARE modules. This same behavior was noted for the first flight of
this hardware in 1985. A specific pressure did not need to be reached during evacuation,
but the lower the pressure in the receiver tank the greater the volume of water vapor that
would be generated. The key is the purging of non-condensible gases (air) from the
receiver before riffling begins. The gas bubbles remaining after fill show how much air
rer-,ained in the tank afterevacuation. After noting the excessive time required for
evacuating the tank, the crew requested guidance. They were instructed to vent until no
further pressure reduction was observed, and then to continue the test.
During fill, liquid entered the receiver tank through the channels of the screen device.
Due to the low pressure some vaporization of the liquid occurred as it entered from the
supply tank (at 10 psia) and some of the air dissolved in the water evolved. This vapor and
air created a foamy fluid that could be observed leaving the channels and covering the walls
of the receiver tank. Th e effect of the WC_A_ngagefit in the water was to make the bubbles
Table1. Test Matrix
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produced by these gases persist, inhibiting their coalescence. The filling continued from
the wall inward until it appeared that the tank was filled with the bubbly mixture. When the
tank was nearly full the flow rate began to slow and the tank pressure rose. At this time the
vapor bubbles condensed and some of the air redissolved, so the liquid dramatically
cleared. It took 20 seconds for complete collapse of the small bubbles after reaching full
pressure. One larger bubble (maybe 2 inches in diameter) and about 9 smaller bubbles
could be seen in the receiver tank at the end of fill. The crew estimated the fill at 98%.
- Expulsion to gas ingestion at 1.2 gpm
The supply tank was evacuated to -28 in. Hg for the expulsion of the receiver tank. It
appeared that the time required to evacuate the supply tank was about the same as the
receiver tank, but a detailed comparison was not possible without a plot of tank pressure
versus time. The crew observed a soapy mixture in the sight glass when expulsion was
initiated, but allowed outflow to continue. Some air must have been entrapped within the
channels when the receiver tank was fdled and'was not evacuated.
When expulsion began, the pres.mrant entering the liquid surrounding the
pressurization port at the top of the receiver tank, caused bubbles to form. Again, due to
the wetting agent, the bubbles persisted, so the tank filled with bubbles from the top
downward. Coalescence of the bubbles continued throughout the expulsion, but not at a
fast enough rate to clear the liquid. It was not until gas ingestion had been detected in the
sight glass and flow stopped, that the coalescence was complete. The continued
coalescence gave the appearance that flow was continuing after it had been stopped. Upon
nearing depletion, most of the liquid was in the gap between the channels and the tank wall,
and then the gap began to empty. Gas ingestion occurs when the the flow area of the liquid
in the gap is so small that the pressure losses of flow into the channels exceeds the retention
capability of the screen. When gas ingestion occurred the channel gaps, visible from the
front of the tank, looked completely empty. Wicking of the residual liquid and the
completion of the bubble coalescence resulted in some refill of the channet gap after flow
had been stopped. From the video, some residual liquid could be observed in the channel
gap at the tank girth, and at the top and bottom of the tank. Since the channel gap for the
two channels located at the back side of the tank could not be seen, their condition remained
unknown throughout all the tests. The crew recorded an estimated residual of 1% in the
receiver tank. The supply tank was recorded as being 98% full, with a few bubbles.
Those bubbles were entrapped in the channels of the screen device during receiver tank fill,
as a consequence of not completely evacuating the receiver tank before fill.
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-Evacuatedfin at 1.2gpm
Theconditionsfor thisevacuatedfin werethesameastest1. This timethereceiver
tankwasevacuatedto -27.5in. Hg andthefill appearedsimilar to test 1. However the
liquid did not clear of small bubbles when pressurized as before. Somehow the liquid must
have been filled with small air bubbles during flow, that were not absorbed into the liquid.
During the preparations for the expulsion some coalescence of the small bubbles into the
larger bubbles was apparent. An orbital maneuvering system burn was also performed
during this period, which oriented all the gas bubbles toward the back of the tank. After
this event the liquid was clear and the gas had coalesced into a single bubble. The crew
estimated the fill as 99%.
Test2 - Expulsion to gas ingestion with pulsed flow at 1.2 gpm
The initial expulsion was the same as test 1. As the expulsion proceeded, small
bubbles could be observed rising from the tank girth within the channel to tank gap. These
bubbles must have entered the gap at the girth, out of sight behind the flange, and then
capillary pumping due to an increasing gap width caused their rise. Flow was to be
stopped when 5% was remaining, but the crew estimated it may have been 10%. Outflow
was resumed by opening and closing the toggle valve with one second intervals until gas
ingestion was detected. It required 18 pulses to reach ingestion. When the pulsed flow
began, the gas bubbles were s_l coalescing and did not tease until after gas ingestion.
When gas ingestion occurred the channel-to-tank wall gap was almost empty but it filled
with the residual liquid after flow was stopped. A few babbles were left entrapped in the
channel gap. Compared to test 1, the pulsed flow increased the residual. The crew
estimated a 3% residual. The supply tank was recorded as being 97 to 98% full and a still
photo of the supply tank showed a bubble corresponding to that fill. Gas that became
entrapped in the channels could be transferred back and forth between the supply and
receiver tanks.
- Evacuated f'dl at 1.2 gpm
For this fill the receiver tank was evacuated to -27.2 in. Hg and the fill looked the same
as tests 1 and 2. At the end of the fill the crew recorded that there were 3 large bubbles,
about 2 inches in diameter, and many smaller bubbles from 0.1 to 0.5 inches in diameter.
Most of those bubbles were visible in the video. The fill was estimated as 96% by the
crew. The higher evacuation pressure and shorter evacuation time contributed to this larger
gas volume.
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Test3 - Expulsion to gas ingestion at 1.2 gpm
While the supply tank was being evacuated the bubble motion produced by the
operation of an exercise machine could be observed. The machine had an audible inertia
reel and the acceleration produced was of a sinusoidal nature. With each extension of the
machine the bubbles would shift about one quarter of an inch and on retraction they would
return to their original position. Over a period of time there was a gradual drift of the
bubbles.
Just before gas ingestion the gap between the channels and the tank wall emptied, but it
refilled after the flow was stopped and the bubble coalescence ceased. The crew estimated
the residual as 5% and recorded that only three bubbles in the channel gap could be seen.
Some liquid could be seen around the baffle supports. The supply tank was recorded as
being 100% full, with no bubbles. The bubbles present in the previous tests could be
observed being purged through the screen as the receiver tank began to fill.
- Evacuated fill at 0.7 gpm
Test 4 was not run in sequence. Test 5 followed test 3 and test 4 was run after test 8.
Therefore the final conditions of test 8 became the initial conditions for test 4 and the same
for tests 3 and 5. This change in order should not have had any effect on the test results,
but it needs to be remembered in evaluating the changes in liquid volume recorded by the
calibrated cylinder.
J
The receiver tank was evacuated to -27.2 in. Hg. A fill to 99% was estimated by the
crew. This time the liquid did clear when the tank reached full pressure. One larger and
three smaller bubbles could be seen. Otherwise this fill appeared the same as prior fills,
even though it was performed at a lower flow rate.
- Expulsion to gas ingestion with accelerations at 1.2 gpm
This expulsion was performed in three stages: expel from initial fill to 50% fill where a
series of accelerations were applied; to 5% where some more accelerations were applied;
and a final expulsion to gas ingestion in conjunction with an adverse axial acceleration. It
was difficult to estimate when the 50% level was reached during the first expulsion due to
the bubbly liquid. Estimates based on the flow rate and time, and visual estimates possible
after coalescence was complete gave a 50% fdl.
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At 50%fill therewasaseriesof 27distinctaccelerationsappliedto thetank. Threeof
theseweretheplanned-Y (liquid movedrightasviewtankfromfront),+Y (liquid moved
left) and+Z (liquid movedto topof tank)accelerations,whiletheotherswereproduced
whentheorbiterwasreturnedto its properattitudefollowingeachof theabove
accelerations.Oneminuteof freedrift wasallowedfor previousdisturbancestodamp,the
plannedaccelerationwasappliedandthentherewasanotherminuteof freedrift to observe
theliquid response.TheperiodbetweenaccelerationsWaslongenoughin 17casesto allow
mostof the liquid motionto damp,but in theothercasestheaccelerationsfollow one
anotherin arapidsequence.All of the accelerations were produced with the larger primary
thrusters, so significant liquid motion resulted. Even so, there was no breakup of the
liquid due to the accelerations- In some cases the folding over the the surface produced
some larger bubbles, but no spray or gas entrainment was observed. The liquid motion at
50% fill was characterized by bulk motion of the liquid, including swirl and a single,
geyser like, _ility rising from the surface. In some cases the instability passed across
the center of the ullage bubble to impact the opposite side. The instability is known as a
Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Ref. 2 and a more recent Ref. 3), with the number of such
instabilities forming on a surface being a function of the relative magnitude of acceleration
and surface tension forces. The liquid motion damped in a short time, requiring from 15 to
20 seconds for the bulk motion to cease and some additional time for the ullage bubble to
reach a final static orientation. This final adjustment was most noticeable at the top of the
After thebulk motion ceased the quantity of liquid at the top of the _ Significantly
decreased as the final ullage bubble orientation was achieved. At the 50% fill volume the
baffle still influenced the bubble position, causing most of the liquid to orient at the tank
bottom.
When the first acceleration was applied at 50% fill there had been some coalescence of
the smaller bubbles, but it was not complete. The first few accelerations increased the
coalescence rate and after the first ten acceleration events most of the small bubbles were
gone.
Expulsion was resumed to reduce the fill to 5%. Some small bubbles formed at the
pressurization tube but they quickly coalesced with the ullage bubble. The channel gap was
beginning to empty when flow was stopped. After stopping the flow the channel gap
refilled. Some liquid could be seen collected around the baffle.
There were _'o planned acceleration events (-Y and +Y) with one minute of free drift
before and after. Including the corrections to the orbiter attitude there was a total of 17
acceleration events, all performed with the primary thrusters. The longer duration
accelerations made the bulk liquid move to one side of the tank. In most cases the channel
gap on the opposite side of the tank partly emptied, while the gap near the bulk liquid
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remainedfull. In lessthan10secondsall the liquid motion had damped and the channel
gap was completely refiUed. For the shorter duration attitude correction accelerations the
channel gap remained full.
Expulsion to gas ingestion was resumed 3 seconds after the final +Z acceleration was
applied. The liquid had moved to the top of the tank and the visible channel gap emptied
before gas ingestion. The upper channels refilled about one-sixth of the way after the flow
was stopped. This expulsion was a worst case condition for the screen device because the
bulk liquid was oriented at the top of the tank, the farthest from the outlet, and an adverse
acceleration was acting during outflow. The crew noted that 80% of the liquid in the
channel gap had been expelled and a residual of 3% was estimated. The supply tank was
100% full. After outflow was stopped three more acceleration events occurred as the
orbiter attitude was corrected, causing some shifting of the residual liquid.
Test5 - Evacuated f_l at 1.2 gpm
The receiver tank was evacuated to -27.5 in. Hg. The filling was stopped before the
receiver tank had reached full pressure so the liquid was filled with numerous very small
bubbles. One bubble, one to two inches in diameter, was noted. The crew estimated the
fill as 98%. The exercise machine was again in operation during the fill and the crew noted
oscillations of the bubbles, but they are difficult to see in the video.
_st5 - Expulsion to 5% at 0.7 gpm
When the receiver tank was pressurized for expulsion the liquid cleared, but a number
of bubbles were introduced at the top of the tank by the pressurant. After the liquid cleared
two small bubbles could also be seen in the lower half of the tank and the crew said that
there was a large bubble at the back of the tank.
When expulsion started some small bubbles were noted in the sight glass and later in
the expulsion a single bubble was observed to be dancing in the flow through the sight
glass. The flow was stopped when bubbles first began to enter the channel gap. Large
bubbles remained in the gap of the channels in the lower half of the tank. The supply tank
was again completely full.
Test6 - Vented fill at O. 1 gpm
For this filling test the receiver tank pressure was reduced to 0 psi gage so additional
venting was necessary to maintain a constant flow rate during fill. For this particular test
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thetechniqueusedbythecrewto controltheflow ratewastomonitortheflowmeter,
waitinguntil theflow ratewaslessthan0.09gpm,andthenopeningthereceivertankvent
enoughto returnto 0.1gpm. Thisprocesswasrepeatedthroughoutthetestuntil liquid
fleeventingwasno longerpossible.Then,with no furtherventing,fill wasallowedto
continue until flow stopped.
At this flow rate the momentum force of the inflowing liquid was less than the surface
tension force, so the incoming liquid collected about the fill port in a stable manner. This
behavior was expected based on the various regimes for the inflow into tanks in zero-g that
have been experimentally and analytically studied, as summarized in reference 4. There was
a continued, periodic oscillation of the liquid surface when filling began and it continued
until the region below the baffle had been filled. At that point the liquid had the form of a
bulge that covered the baffle above the ftll port. As the tank continued to fill, liquid spread
over the tank walk The baffle continued to influence the liquid orientation, maintaining
symmetry with respect to an axis through the flU port and the baffle, which was offset with
reslX_ to the screen channels. A single ullage bubble was maintained, with no bubbles
being generated by the filling liquid. As the filling continued the ullage bubble approached
a spherical shape, that fit within the space between the baffle and the opposite tank wall,
and aligned with the baffle axis.
Each time the receiver tank vent was opened it appeared that a small quantity of liquid
was being vented overboard. These slugs of liquid could be observed were the vent
passage penetrated the transparent cap on the tank and along the transparent line from the
modules to the orbiter vent system. This apparent flow was most likely bubbling of the
liquid slugs produced as the flow and pressure in the line was varied. Downstream of the
vent valve the line remained open to vacuum. The quantity of liquid oriented at the top of
the tank gradually ir_eased until the fast hole on the vent tube was covered. When
venting was then attempted, liquid was continuously vented so filling continued with the
vent closed. The fir_ vent hole was 1.5 inches from the tank wall and 1 inch from the
manifold of the screen device to which it was mounted. When the vent tube could be seen
penetrating the ullage bubble there was only a slight distortion of the surface in the
immediate vicinity, so the tube apparently did not influence the positioning of the ullage
bubble. It was a one-fourth inch outside diameter tube. The vent tube was completely
submerged when filling stopped. The crew estimated that the tank was 60% full. The
bubbles that were initially entrapped in the channel gap during expulsion remained fixed
during the fill.
Since the ullage bubble was being viewed through the liquid there was considerable
optical distortion, m6dng the edges of the bubble difficult to discern. Even the crew, who
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couldviewthetankdirectlyfrom variousangles,hadtroubledeterminingthelocationof
theullage.Sphericalvoiurnescanbedeceptivewhenestimatingtheirvolumes.Consider
thata50%ullagebubblein this 12.5inchdiametertankis 10inchesin diameter.
After thefill somevernierthrustermaneuversdisplacedtheullagebubbleto thesideof
the tank. When the maneuver was complete the bubble returned to its original position,
aligned with the baffle axis. This shows that the baffle was still influencing the bubble
orientation.
_t,_.__j j"
Test6 - Expulsion to 5% at 0.7 gpm
Since there was a large ullage bubble, there were far fewer bubbles generated by the
pressurization during the expulsion and they coalesced quickly. This test provided one
opportunity to observe the production of drops during the bubble coalescence. This
phenomena has been studied on a much smaller scale in one-g (Ref. 5). When the f'flm
between a smaller bubble that is tangent to the ullage thins and bursts the bubble surface is
not in equilibrium With the adjacent surface. As the bubble surface flattens a jet is formed
that pinches off into a drop and leaves the surface. These drops, on the order of 0.1 inches
in diameter, could be seen traveling acrossthe ullage tmbble. The drops could be seen in
some of the other tests as coalescence occurred. The crew reported that they could see
some of the smaller drops bounce off the liquid surface after transversing the ullage bubble.
The wetting agent that resides on the liquid surface and oblique angles of impact could
account for this phenomena.
Since the bubbles had coalesced, the bottom of the tank could be observed much better
than prior expulsions as the tank emptied. Liquid collected around the baffle could be seen
to drain away to keep the channel gap full. When flow stopped three large bubbles could
be seen in the channel gap. The supply tank was again 100% full.
T_.e,tL7. - Vented fill at 0.2 gpm
When fill started there was some liquid oriented around the supports below the baffle.
A liquid jet from the fill port could be seen to combine with the liquid already around the
baffle to fill that region. The jet did not penetrate the baffle. The undulations of the liquid
surface started as fill began and continued throughout the test, diminishing only when the
flow began to slow. The behavior of the liquid was similar to the prior fill, even though
the flow was twice as fast. Again the receiver tank was intermittently vented to maintain
the flow until it was observed that liquid was being vented after the first vent hole became
covered. During this fill the liquid was full of small bubbles, so it became difficult to see
the ullage bubble. The liquid cleared as the pressure rose when the flow stopped, but it
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wasstill difficult to see the bubble edges. The crew judged the final fill to be 70%, but
agreed that it was all subjective and that it was difficult to estimate the size of the bubble.
They said that the bubble was about 2 inches away from the baffle, which helped support
their estimate of the volume. In general, they felt that this fill was an improvement over test
7.
Test7 - Expulsion to 5% at 0.7 gpm
The liquid cleared further and bubbles were introduced when the tank was pressurized
for expulsion. There were some maneuvers performed before expulsion began which
produced some motion of the ullage bubble. As the expulsion proceeded, most of the
pressurization was directly into the ullage bubble, so only a few smaller bubbles were
produced. Some oscillation of the ullage surface was apparently due to the coalescence of
those small bubbles. The crew noted that the back of the tank cleared of the smaller
bubbles before the front, suggesting that this may be due to the heat produced by the
lighting. In a thermal gradient, the resulting gradient in the surface tension causes liquid
motion along the interface in the direction of the cooler temperature, which fits the
observations. When the flow was stopped at 5%, the channel gap was left full, but most of
the liquid had been drained from the region of the baffle. The supply tank remained 100%
full.
Test8 - Vented fill at 0.3 gpm
When the inflow began, a jet could be distinctly seen, impacting and covering the
bottom of the baffle. The region below the baffle filled and the filling proceeded in
approximately the same manner as the previous two vented fill tests. Due to the much
higher flow rate the undulations in the surface were larger. The oscillations originated from
the baffle region and propagated over the entire ullage bubble surface. During this test the
receiver tank vent valve was adjusted so as to match the inflow, so the tank was almost
continuously vented to hold the flow rate constant. The crew thought that the ullage bubble
was not in alignment with the baffle axis, as it was for the prior tests, but shifted more
toward the screen device axis. Again the depth of the liquid at the top of the tank gradually
increased until the holes in the vent tube began to cover and only liquid could be vented.
The fill volume estimate was 60%, there were no other bubbles and the channel gap was
full.
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Test8 - Expulsion to gas ingestion at 0.7 gpm
Many bubbles were added to the receiver tank when it was pressurized for expulsion.
During expulsion, small bubbles were again seen moving along the gap between the
channels and the tank wall, from the bottom of the tank to the girth in this case. When gas
ingestion occurred most of the channel gap had emptied. After flow stopped, liquid could
be seen draining from the baffle region to partly refill the gap in the lower dome of the tank.
No liquid could be seen around the baffle. From the appearance of the tank this was the
most efficient expulsion, with liquid collected in just a few places in the channel gap. The
crew estimated the residual as 1% and the supply tank was 100% full.
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III. SurfaceTensionDeviceExpulsion
Thesurfacetensionpropellantmanagementdevicein thereceivertankprovidedaflow
pathfrom theliquid within thetank,regardlessof its orientation,to thetankoutlet. The
finemeshscreenonthesideof thechannelsfacingthetankwall allowedliquid to enterthe
channelswhileexcludinggas.Whenthepressuredifferentialdueto flow andaccelerations
exceededthecapillary pressure retention capability of the pores of the screen, gas entered
the channels. The device was designed so as to postpone gas ingestion until the quantity of
liquid remaining in the tank was very small.
The performance analysis of the screen device established that gas-free expulsion
would continue until only 3 square inches of the screen was in contact with the liquid
outside the channels. Beyond that point the pressure drop due to flow through the screen,
when added to the other flow and acceleration pressure differentials, exceeded the capillary
pressure retention capability of the screen. It was assumed that as soon as gas entered the
channels it would immediately be seen in the sight glass, so none of the liquid inside the
channels could be expelled; a conservative assumption. The internal volume of the
channels was 2% of the tank volun_. If the channel to wall gap was completely full, that
volume was 1% of the tank volume. Therefore the best expulsion efficiency predicted was
98% of the tank volume and the worst that could be expected would be 97%, for the ease
where none of the liquid in the gap was expelled.
Five tests were performed in which the expulsion of the receiver tank was continued
until gas ingestion was observed with the sight glass at the outlet of the tank. The other
three expulsions were stopped when the liquid remaining was around 5% of the tank
volume, which was not a challenge to the capabilities of this device. Under the ambient
low gravity conditions of the orbiter, it was demonstrated that the liquid collects around the
channels of the surface tension device, keeping the channel-to-waU gap full. As long as
that gap was full the screen was submerg_-xt in liquid and gas ingestion was not possible. It
was only as the last few percent of the tank volume was being expelled and the screens
began to be exposed to the ullage that gas ingestion became possible. This device was
designed for the low-gravity environment of the shuttle and for relatively high flow rates,
requiring only at few minutes to empty the tank. The device was insensitive to the ambient
shuttle accelerations around 10 -4 g and could readily withstand reaction control thruster
f'wings of up to 10 1 g. Flow rates of up to 1.2 gallons per minute were used, that could
empty the tank in 3.2 minutes.
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Theexpulsiontestshavealreadybeendescribedin SectionII of thisreport. Tests1
and3 wereidentical,expellingthetankat 1.2gpmin bothcases.In test8 theflow rate
was0.7gpm. For test2 thelast5%of the liquid wasexpelledwith pulsedflow andfor
test4 thelast5%wasexpelledwhileanadverseaccelerationwasacting. No ingestionof
gaswasdetecteduntil mostof theliquid hadbeenexpelled.Gasingestionwasanabrupt
event,with thegas-freeflow beingreplacedbyflow thatwasmostlygas. The crew
stopped the outflow when gas bubbles were first noticed in the sight glass and estimated
the quantity of liquid remaining in the tank. This estimate was only based on the visible
liquid and could not include any liquid trapped inside the channels.
The calibrated cylinder, in addition to providing additional liquid for the operation of
the experiment, was a means of measuring the expulsion efficiency. By recording the
cylinder position at the beginning and end of a test, when the supply tank was completely
full of liquid, the change in the readings gave the change in the residual volume in the
receiver tank. Various factors influenced the accuracy of this measurement, such as:
bubbles in the supply tank, liquid lost due to venting, and the operator response in closing
the valve when gas ingestion was detected. This data helped in assessing the expulsion
efficiency, but the most accurate evaluation was obtained from the video and still photodata. .................... -:
The photos clearly showed the location of residual liquid for the two channels facing
the front of the modules, but the rear ones could not be seen. Since the photos were taken
some time after the flow was stopped they did show the final orientation of the residual
liquid, which aided in judging the quantity. The video showed the liquid orientation when
gas ingestion occurred and then there usually was some refilling of the channel gap by
eapiUary pumping. Liquid held in the film of the bubbles and around the baffle supports
did not wick to the gap as fast as liquid was being expelled. Neither the still photos nor the
video permitted the quantity of liquid inside the channels to be determined.
The best expulsion was obtained in test 8. The flow rate was the lower 0.7 gpm value,
the orbiter was in free drift during the test and all the smaller bubbles had been allowed to
coalesce, so the liquid was well oriented around the channels at gas ingestion. Residual
drops of !iquid were seen in the channel gap near the girth and the top of the tank. With the
conservative assumption that the channels were full at gas ingestion, the expulsion
efficiency for this test would be close to 98%. Next best in expulsion efficiency was test 1.
There was liquid collected within the gap at the top and girth of the tank, but in this case the
entire width of the channel was filled with liquid in those areas. Coalescence of bubbles
was still continuing at the end of the test, which held some liquid away from the channels.
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Theexpulsionefficiencywasestimatedtobesomewhatlessthan98%. For test3, which
wasidenticaltotest1,thechannelgapwasfull of liquid exceptfor afewbubbles.The
differencebetweentests1and3appearedto bedueto thebubblecoalescenceandthe
resultingeffectontheliquid orientation.Theexpulsionefficiencywasestimatedto be
closeto 97%for test3.
In test4 thetankwasexpelledto 5%,the bubbles were allowed to coalesce and the
liquid was statically oriented about the channels. A four second axial acceleration of 0.01 g
was applied and after the acceleration had been acting for 3 seconds, orienting the liquid to
the top of the tank, expulsion resumed until gas ingestion. Compared to the other tests,
orienting the liquid away from the outlet increased the flow path length inside the channels,
increasing those flow losses, and added an adverse hydrostatic pressure. Also, the liquid
orientation caused some emptying of the channel gap and displacement of liquid away from
the channels. In spite of these adverse conditions the residual fell between those of tests 1
and 3, at about 97.5%. The increases in the flow and hydrostatic pressure differentials
were insignificant in comparison to the pressure drop due to flow through the screen, so
the screen flow area at which gas ingestion occurred did not change appreciably.
Finally, test 2 had the largest residual. Bubble coalescence was not eomplete when
pulsed expulsion resumed at the 5% fill volume. Pulsing of the outflow, using the toggle
valve, produced water hammer type pressure transients that added to the total pressure
differential experienced by the screen. While this added effect can not be quantified, a
larger residual than the other tests was obtained. At the end of the test the channel gap was
full, indicating an expulsion efficiency of at least 97%.
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/V. Tank Filling
Two methods of filling the receiver tank under low-gravity conditions were used: an
evacuated fill and a vented ill/. The evacuated fill requires that the tank be initially
evacuated to zero absolute pressure. Then the vent is closed and the tank is filled with only
liquid, so the tank and any acquisition devices wil/be completely filled. This is a fairly
simple method of ensuring a tank will fill in zero-gl one disadvantage is that any residual
in the tank could be lost when the tank was vented.
As discussed in Section II, the receiver tank could not be evacuated to zero pressure.
The small pressure of 1 to 2 in. Hg resulted in some gas being present in the tank and
screen device when falling was complete. The f'flling method was repeatable and was
successfully demonstrated in all of those fill tests.
The vented fill method was Performed by venting the tank to maintain a constant
pressure during fill. For this fill method to be successful, some means of orienting the
liquid away from the vent is needed. A baffle was used to suppress the inflowing liquid jet
and dissipate the liquid momentum so that it would remain oriented near the inlet and awayfrom the vent. _
The Weber number, the ratio of the momentum force to the surface tension force, is
used to correlate inflow test re_lts.
where
We,, pV2r
2a
P = density,
V = flow velocity at inlet,
r = inlet radius, and
o = surface tension.
For test 6, with an inflow rate of 0.1 gpm, the Weber number was 0.6. The test
demonstrated that the liquid collected about the inlet, with no jet forming. This result is
consistent with prior drop tower tests (as summarized in Ref. 4) that established a critical
Weber number of !.5 for flow into a bare tank. Test 7 had an inflow rate of 0.2 gpm,
giving a Weber number of 2.3. A jet did form, as predicted, and it impinged on the barrier.
Barriers, depending upon their configuration, can permit much higher stable inflow rates.
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Webernumbersfrom 6to 180for stableinflow havebeenobtainedinEarthbasedtests
(alsosummarizedinRef. 4). In test8 theflow ratewas0.3gpmandtheWebernumber
was5.2. Thejet impingedon thebaffleandLiquidcollectedaboutthe inlet. All threetests
demonstratedstableinitial inflow with increasingflow rate.
Thesetestsshowthattherearetwo phasesto theventedfill of a tank. Theftrst phase,
theinitial inflow, thatfills to about30%wasdiscussedabove.Forthefastphaseit is
enoughcontrolthemomentumof theinflowing liquid, topreventliquidjetsor excessive
flow alongthetankwall. Thesecondphaseis thefinal filling of thetank,up to thepointat
whichliquid freeventing can no longer be maintained. None of the prior Earth based tests
have been able to simulate this phase of vented tank fill because of the need for long test
times.
For filling to continue in the final phase, some means of orienting the ullage bubble at
the tank vent is needed. In a cylindrical tank the liquid tends to remain oriented to one end
of the tank with some stability, under the influence of surface tension. When the diameter
of the ullage bubble beean'_ lessthan the diameter of the tank, control of its orientation
would be lost. For the FARE receiver tank the intention was to use the liquid momentum
• __ "on of the ullage The thought was that a urn. ot_, flow direct.ed_, across
ntrol the orientau " where me veto wto co .... ,_, ....... _ the ton of the tarm ...... _ _
the ullage bubble would push me tmov_ _.,,-,,,'-- .- the periphery
located. The baffle was solid in the center to avoid the jet, but perforated on
to allow some flow to pass through rather than having all the flow directed toward the wall.
When the receiver tank reached about 60% fill, the ullage bubble was tangent to the top
side of the baffle and the inner surface of the screen device channels on the opposite side of
the tank. If the ullage bubble were to only remain in contact with the baffle, so the filling
occurred at the top of the tank, liquid would begin to cover the vent holes when the tank
was about 70% full. The vent tube was aligned with the channel device axis, rather than
the inflow port and baffle axis, which was also considered in determining when the port
would fast become covered. To continue beyond 70% fill the ullage had to be oriented to
the top of the tank over the vent. At the lowest flow rate, in test 6, the tank could be vented
until reaching an estimated 60% fill, which is close to the minimum that can be achieved
with no means of orienting the ullage bubble. It is doubtful that using a smaller flow rate
would have improved the fill. Doubling the flow rate for test 7 resulted in an increase in
the ftll volume before the tank could no longer be vented. The crew was very emphatic that
the fill was better than test 6. Estimates from the video were that the tank could have been
as much as 80% full. The flow acted to orient the ullage bubble off of the baffle and
toward the top of the tank, but liquid still collected at the top of the tank to fmalty prevent
gas venting. However a further increase in flow rate for test 8 resulted in a decrease in the
fill, to a value estimated to be somewhere between test 6 and 7, at about 70%.
-)-)
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\It has been suggested that a longer vent tube would have improved the fill. This is true
to some extent, but it assumes that the exact orientation of the ullage bubble is known.
Even for this configuration and an ullage orientation obtained, there would have been some
improvement. Beyond some fill volume, trying to chase an ullage with an orientation that
is not specifically defined would no longer offer an improvement_
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V. Liquid Slosh
Test4 provided a demonstration of the effects of accelerations on the behavior of the
liquid. The applied accelerations and the tesa results are described in section II. In this
section an analytical correlation of selected tests is described.
A computational fluid dynamics model FLOW-3D (a commercial product of Flow
Science, Inc.) was used for the correlation. A representation of the FARE receiver tank
was developed for the analytical model. The tank axis was aligned with the baffle, since it
had a significant effect on the liquid orientation. The channels of the screen device were
aligned with the same axis, rather than being canted by 15 degrees. This change was
necessary to align the channels with the computational mesh so that their shape could be
properly resolved. For the same reason the channels were also rotated 45 degrees about
their axis so that the front view was directly at one channel rather than between two
channels as it was in the video. The channels had a significant effect on the liquid motion,
but it was not expected that the orientation was as important. The correlation concentrated
on the tests performed with a 50% fill. The liquid would be difficult to resolve at the 5%
fill level, so no attempt was made to correlat_ those tests. The best values found for the
accelerations were 9.1 x 10"3g for +Y and-Y, and 1.4 x 10"2g for +Z. These accelerations
were rotated 15" so that they align with the tank as in the test. The duration of the
acceleration was 4 seconds in all cases.
The liquid motion was found to be best represented by a model that included the baffle,
channels, and included the liquid surface tension. None of the viscous dissipation models
were used, relying only on the inherent numerical dissipation in the model. Prior
successful correlations have used the same approach.
Photographs of the slosh tests, obtained by freezing a video flame, are shown in
Figures 3, 5 and 7. There is a two second interval between photos. The liquid motion
calculated using FLOW'3D follows the corresponding photos in Figures 4, 6 and 8. The
FLOW-3D pictures are arrayed the same as the photos. The video tape provides a better
quality image of the tests than the photos, so it was also used to make the comparison with
the analysis.
The -Y test still had quite a few bubbles in the liquid so the comparison of the test and
analysis was difficult and the bubbles may have influenced the energy dissipation. What
can be seen of the basic liquid motion and the time required for the liquid to come to rest
(15 seconds) appear to compare favorably. When the +Y test was performed the bubbles
had coalesced. The basic liquid motion of the analysis was the same as the test. A liquid
waveformed,movedhalf wayacrossthetankfrom theleft, thenswirledalongthewall
andreturnedto theinitial orientation.Thebulkliquid wasatrestin 16 seconds. The +Z
case anat..sis also closely matched the liquid motion seen in the video of the test. Due to
the larger acceleration, an jet of liquid formed and traveled across the tank, interacting with
the baffle_ The motion made a transition to flow along the wall and returned to its originalorientation within 20 seconds.
In all the tests there was a final orienting of the liquid driven by capillary forces, after
the bulk motion of the liquid had damped. In the video view of the top of the tank this
motion was most obvious. Liquid slowly flowed away from the top of the tank orienting
toward the bottom, about the baffle. The baffle was influencing the static orientation of the
liquid otx_ the momentum was sufficiently damped. For the three correlations above, tl_
video _s the capillary orientation continuing until around 30 to 35 seconds from the
beginning of the test. The analytical model predicted some of this capillary reorientation,
but in getm, al there was more liquid near the top of the tank than was observed in thevideo.
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Figure3. -Y acceleration,50%fill
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Figure4. FLOW-3Danalysis(-Y, 50%fill)
%= 0 :_eX. Z 4- (,,
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Figure 5. +Y acceleration, 50% fill
28
Figure6.FLOW-3Danalysis(+Y, 50%fill)
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Fi_xe 7. +Zacceleration,50%fill
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% Figure 8. FLOW-3D analysis (+Z, 50% fill)
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VI. Conclusions
The tests performed with this shuttle middeck experiment were highly successful. All
the hardware functioned as required and all the tests were completed as planned. The tests
pro_,-ided a unique opportunity to directly view the operation of a subscale tank system
under extended low-gravity conditions. The astronauts ability to directly observe the
experiment and react to what they saw added considerably to the success of the experiment.
While screen type propellant acquisition devices have been well proven in a number of
flight applications, this opportunity to see the operation added to the understanding of how
they function. This device was designed, with large margins, to operate in the shuttle
environment. It was fairly insensitive to the effects of flow, including pulses and
accelerations. As high an expulsion efficiency as can be expected for a device of this size
and volume, was obtained, performance matching the pre-flight predictions was obtained.
One of the more interesting aspects of the expulsion tests was the behavior of the liquid
in the _p between the channel and the tank wall. In all of the expulsions to gas ingestion
this LmP was almost empty when gas ingestion occurred, as expected. When flow was
stopped, the gap refdled for most of the tests. This result indicated that liquid was being ....._-:_
witlxlrawn from the gap by the outflow at a faster rate than wicking of the liquid from
elsewhere in the tank could refill the gap. In some cases the delayed coalescence of
bubbles further slowed this wicking process.
One test demonstrated that bubbles that entered the channel gap could remain in place
after the tank was refilled. In this case the bubbles were positioned so there was no
capillary driving pressure to displace them. In many other cases, bubbles that entered the
gap during expulsion were expelled from the gap as it filled with liquid. It was also noted
that small bubbles generated by pressurization entered the gap and would travel along it,
driven by capillary pressure, to accumulate at one end of the channel.
This fluid behavior needs to be considered in the design of the channel gap if the
performance of the device is to be optimized. Bubbles trapped in critical locations could
reduce the device performance_ Consideration should be given to controlling the maximum
gap and avoiding changes in gap that could result in bubble entrapment. Tapering the gap
from o_e end of the tank to the other is one approach to improve the filling of the gap with
liquid.
The evacuated fill tests again confirmed the success of this fill method. The surface
b
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\ tensiondevicewasfilled alongwith thetar&sothatgasfreeexpulsionof liquid could
resume.Thetill was successful even though the tank could not be vented to the vapor
pressure of the liquid, allowing some non-condensible gas to remain. When applying this
fill method to flight systems though, every effort should be made to ensure that all non-
condensible gases are purged before filling the tank.
The vented tank fill was reasonably successful, but it did demonstrate that further
investigation of this fill method is needed to give sufficient confidence to apply it to flight
systems. The results for initial filling phase of the tank were consistent with prior tests and
analysis. The success of this phase of the fill process can be predicted based on a Weber
number correlation. A simple baffle configuration was adequate in controlling the inflow at
fairly large inflow rates.
During the final filling of the tank the ullage centered with respect to the inflow axis and
one fill that approached 80% was achieved_ Fills of at least 60% appear certain, with this
tank configuration, but beyond that point the factors influencing the ullage orientation with
respect to the vent port could not be clearly established. Nor did there appear to be any
simple relation between the inflow rate and the success of the fill. With a more positive
means of orienting the ullage or different vent port configuration, filling to higher levels
would be expected. It is speculated that mote success would be achieved in filling a
cylindrical tank, using this method, due to the inherent orientation of the interface in zero-g,
at least as long as the ullage completely filled the tank diameter. Additional testing,
considering various tank and inflow port configurations along with flow rate, is needed.
The liquid slosh tests provided a dramatic demonstration of the dynamics of the liquid
in a maneuvering spacecraft. Large amplitude motion resulted due to the dominance of
acceleration forces over the capillary forces. However, following the acceleration the
surface tension forces played a significant role in bringing the liquid to rest. At the 50% fill
level, the relatively small inflow baffle caused the liquid to orient around it and collect
toward the bottom of the tank, symmetric with the baffle axis. At 5% fill the channels of
the screen device quickly collected the liquid set in motion by the accelerations. The
successful correlation of the slosh tests at 50% fill using a computational fluid dynamic
model added to the confidence in the use of such models. Accurate modeling of the liquid
motion required that internal tank details (that is, the baffle and screen channels) and the
surface tension of the liquid be included.
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Upper Stage
Technical Requirements Document
Upper Stage Technical Requirements Document
Note: Changes from previous version are underlined.
Comments and/or references are contained in italics following the
requirement.
1.1 Mission ., •..... wide ran _'e of missions including those
The u er stage_,s_ will support a . . - derived from analysis of HQ Code D
a. .PP ow lnitiat mzss_ora J' data or thedefined m the table bel • ( - - " del Backup f_
, n Model and the 1991 DoD National Mission Mo •
Missio . .,, ,- ...... ;,4,,d in Appendix A.)
mission classes Will Oe ptvb, ....
;s1ons
loa--ar---
loads
, 1
_ ._..._._
1.2 System Life
a. The system will be operational over a lifetime of at least 20 (TBR) years.
1.3 _lj_n.Life
a. The minimum mission life (from first ignition through disposal) of the upper
stage shall be TBD.
1.4 IOC "- " eratin- ca--ability in _ (TBR). (2003-
m shall have an imtial op _ _ ..... ; - -'---a. The syste ..... , ..... ,,_ _n ce" ootion 2,200b-_
Approximate clare m current rtc.,._.,o ,,, _.r a
r_zc_an)
1.5 Launch
a. The system shall have the capability to be launched from both ETR and WTR.
• rate shall be 4 (TBR) per year with growth to
• The mimmum nominal.launch ,..,.,-,_ n_,ht_ ne v by TBD. (Denvedfrom
bccomrnodate up to a maximum o_ _r_ _-_, .... ,._r ,ear _ with 50K &
analysis of CNDB 1991. Four flights/year also appears compatible
80K spacelifters described in Access to Space architecture analysis.)
i.6 Reliability
a. The system shall deploy payloads to intended orbits with 0.98 probability of
success.(FLO system flight success = .96 FLO PRD Vol I #882 ; ALS HLLV &
Upper stage =0.98 AFSPACECOM SORD 4.1 .i .2.A, Current value used in
architecture analysis at MSFC)
v,,,,,,
_J
1.7
1.8
1.8+
1.9
1.10
1.11
b. Hardware shall be designed such that the effects of single-point failures shall
not cause loss of mission. (USRS SRD 6.6.1)
Facilities
a. Operations and Processing facilities shall be coordinated/designed in parallel
with upper stage to achieve more efficient, reliable operations involving fewer
people and shorter launch schedules (Derived from
O-Y_b_JL_andthe _ recommendations in rg_azlb_ta
Environments
a. The upper Stage shall be designed to operate in and survive the environments
described in RECON 89N22638 "Orbital Debris Environment for Spacecraft
Design to Operate in Low Earth Orbit - NASA TM 100471, Sept. 1, 1988",
NASA-SP-8030 "Meteoroid Environment Model, 1970 - Interplanetary and
Planetary. NASA Space Vehicle Design Criteria Environment. Oct., 1970", and
EXPO-T2-920021-EXPO, "Lunar Engineering Models: General and Site-SpecificData". (FLO PRD Vol I #813, #814, #815)
b. The upper stage must be designed to withstand the launch system acceleration
of 4-6 g (TBR). (Values accepted in recent NLS studies).
c. Maximum acceleration of the upper stage shall not exceed 4-6 g (TBR).
Environmental Impact
a. New facility development will be constrained by environmental limitations.
Site selection must consider flora, fauna, cultural, and historic sites.
b. Upper stage toxic emissions and other hazardous effects must be minimizedand precluded if possible.
Safety
a. The upper stage program will include a system safety and personnel safety
program which has been developed in compliance with mission, launch and
Processing site specific requirements (e.g., ESMCR 127-1
s_te, and KSC 1098 for KSC processing), for the ETR launch
Disposal
a. After separation from the payload, the upper stage shall provide a controlled
disposal into a disposal orbit, a broad ocean area (BOA), or deep space (TBR).(FLO PRD Vol 3 #1616)
Piloted Flights
a. The system shall have the capability to support piloted flights in 2.O_. (Dateconsistent with IOC).
Rev 4
2
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1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
GN&C
a. The upper stage shall provide the following accuracies:
• oo 21_
Apogee alutude
(nmi) (nmi)
Large-tug _ _;
, ._...._._loads
0.1
0.1-0.2
L
C°mmunicati°-nust --rovide for communication with the range, the pad, the LCC,
a. I ne system m v
the relay network (if used), and the tracking networK.
Operability ..... nt the inte,--ate-encapsulate-launch ground
a. The upper stage snau lmpteme _,"
operational process. (Recent STV studies have demonstrated benefits associated
cess Also, referenced in _ as effective method to
with pro . " ..... ,....... launch infrastructure ) ...... =.......
provide robust, rettaote, jow ,.v.,t _ ::_ =: : ":
si ned with simple, standard payload interfaces.
e s stem shall be de g _ _ - use of ada ter systems and
b. Th Y • ' ents must be addressed by P
Payload umque reqmrem 1 1 C3)
self-contained servicing support. (AFSPACECOM SORD 4.1.. •
c. The upper stage shall allow for payload substitution (within a given payload
class) up to 5 days prior to launch (AFSPACECOM SORD 4.1.1 .I .C.2)1
d. The upper stage will be compatible with TBD launch systems.
Maintainability
a. The system shall detect and isolate 90 - 95% of failures to a specific
component within established time constraints using internal automaUc or
semiautomatic health monitoring, external support equipment, technical orders,
and training. (AFSPACECOM SORD 4.1.1.3.A.)
b. Routine maintenance shall not be performed on the pad (unless shown to be
operationally beneficial). ( AFSPACECOM SORD 4.1.2.A)
c. Failed Line Replaceable Units (LRUs) shall be removed and replaced,
packaged, and shipped back to the vendor or supplier for repair or replacement.
(AFSPACECOM SORD 4.1.2.A)
ork in a "paper-less" environment using
d. Maintenance personnel shall w workload and simphfy procedures.
automated, user-tnendly system? to reduce the
(AFSPACECOM SORD 4.1 .e.A)
Rev 4
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i1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20
1.21
1.22
Transportation
a. Vehicle components and propellants will meet all federal, state, and local
transportation requirements. This includes safety, size, wei ht. anTrans ortation wil • . g . d securit .
P I be accomphshed by the most practical and economical _eans.(AFSPACECOM SORD 4.1.2.4.B)
b. Conventional, non-specialized commercial transports Shall be used to deliver
finished materials from the manufacturer to the site, whenever possible. Military
or Government vehicles should be used whenever practical for transportation of
vehicle components between on-site facilities. Military airlift may be used for
component transport between sites, where economical. Transportation of
components will not require overly complex loading, housing, or transportation
eqmpment. (Note: Reference to Military Vehicles applicable pending
incorporation of DoD missions. ) (AFSPACECOM SORD 4.1.2.4.B)
Security
a. The system must be capable of providing security a ro date for
classification u • • P.P P payload
( p to and including Top Secret(TS)/Sensltive Compartmental
Information (SCI). This includes operations security, communication security,
and information security. (Note: Security requirement applicable pendingincorporation of DoD missions. )
Availability
a. The system shall sustain system availability of 0.90 over the life cycle.
Availability is a measure of the degree to which an item is in an operable and
commitable state a the start of a mission when the mission is called for at an
unknown time. (AFSPACECOM SORD 4.1.1.4.A)
b. Stand-down time of longer than 3 months shall have a probability of less than
0.05. (AFSPACECOM SORD 4.1.1.4.D)
Dependability
a. System dependability must be at least 0.95. Dependability is the ability to
maintain flight schedule. It is the pre-ascent reliability of the overall system.
This includes external factors such as weather and internal factors such as
production, assembly, and payload integration anomalies. (AFSPACECOMSORD 4.1.1.4.1.a)
Proximity Operations
a. The system must be capable of supporting proximity operations.
Commonality
a. Commonality among hardware, software, and operations must be emphasized
in the event that a family of concepts is needed to fulfill the mission requirements.
Technology
a. Technology advances should be pursued as required to ensure a balance
operability, affordability, performance, supportability, producibility, and among
schedule. Such advances shall contribute to and/or be compatible with other
requirements in this document.
k..../
Rev 4
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Reference Documents
_eds Dota Base FY 9! Ve_.ko_.q, NASA Headquarters, March 1992.
_kir Force Soac¢ Comman_d S stem Operational Requirements Document for.
Advanced Launch Systems, Department of the Air Force Headquarters,
AFSPACECOM/XRSD, 14 August 1990.
UoDer State Responsiveness Study/Titan Upper Stae S stems Re uirements
_, USRS RFP, AFSD, December 1988.
_ar Outp_ ost Pro_am Re_quirementS Document_ Volumes 1 and 3, Johnson
Space Center, 26 January 1993.
l_.O_.Y__arSlgace Launch T¢chnolo_-__E]_-, Federal Agencies (DoD, DoE, NASA)
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Research Council, 1992.
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TInteroffice Memo
DATE:
TO:
CC:
21 May 1993
Bob Spencer
Polt.lt _'brand fax transmittal memo 7671
Lyie Bareiss
FROM: Rick HJeim (xl-9t 31)
SUBJECT: STV Mtcrometeorotd and Space Oebds Penetration Vulnerability
Assessment
: _ ! i ! ! i i ! ! I I I I _ ! I I ! ! i
................ of: .
The objective Ofet.hIsS_a_,_nSrWaJ_i_to_enetmtion ,rein mtorometeorolmaoS a_:tres_;_'_Trans,er Veh._,_ _ _.'.vl ...... ,,,,_,qv _u__.medes the previous me to
debds. (Note that tnts memu _,,,,_,,,-.-'._ - r-
Bob Spencer dated 14 May _993.)
The analysis approach was as (ollows:
1 ) Select worst case rrdssion from the eight reference missions;
2) Compute minimum particle diameter to penetrate t=_nkskin for four
selected tank matedal layups;
3) Compute micrometeoroid and space debris fluxes of particles of diameter
greater than the minimum diameter to penetrate; and,
robabir of no penetcation 'for the selected STV tank
4) Compute the p __ _'_ . desl n o tions (exposed
matedal layups, for uauh of the two STV g P
p.,reas).
Becausathis waS a minimum effort, first-cut analysis a number of simplifying
aSsumptions were employed. These were as follows:
• All impacts were normal to the surface.
• Space debds and micrometeorold fluxes were Isotropic.
• SpaCe debds velocity for all particles was 10 km/sec.
• Space debds particle density was 2.8 gm/cm 3.
_,..jaddt_ot_l material surrounding the aluminum tank wall.
" Mlcr°mete0r°id _velocity for aJrparticles was 20 kin/sac.
• Micrometeoroid particle density was 2.0 gm/cm3.
The environment models used were those employed by
Station micrometeoroid and space debris environments. NASA to determine the
These are described InSpaceNASA document SSP 30425 Revision A and NASA TM 100 471.
Four S'FV tank material layups were evalua
aluminum layer, 0.040 i !ed. The fh'st was si . -
layer, surroun_--_ k.. ,, nthlck. The secono was the =o,.,,-. ^ ^_PlY e S.mgle
.... _ =a¥ u.,}/D In Ot 8 r ,,,=_,eu u.uR.u i1'i tt'llCkby 0.100 In of multi-lays,. =,..-,.,-,.- Pr..a.Y._n-foam-lnsulation/Sr_m_ ,_. aluminum
• a -"'_a=ct(IOR L _ _'rU, Irl (Url'laluminum layer =u._rrou (M I). The third la u w surrounded
• nded by 0.475 in Y p as the 0.040 In "
.same 0.040 in aluminum laver ,......... of..kevlar. The final lavu,_ co,...,..,-_ fcK
in. , ou,uunoea by a 0.010 in alum_n'_m ,.,,_,u__r_ wa s the
,,, ,=yur, stoocl off by 1
The penetration e uatiq on for angle la er
__._/_ ptogr.arn, was used for the fi,_*Y-_eJ..metaltargets, developed by NA._A ._...=-- --
=u_ar/s_s _echniques for -,.,,,-,- • '-- ',,,.,-,guratmn. Quick. e"_'-to :.-- -'v'-" _.u_._.ngme
, ,-u,up=e lae ,,,,,I -u=u onethe r,econd confi u y ts of different mated I __. P .tratlon
With a 0 g..mtlon, the MLI layer was as_,,,_,,_ .- ags.do not exist. 80 ,,_..=,,
.37fi In ep=u. oe .....,,,_.u _u act es to --..,..,o
sheet design eauati_,lgfo c. _.e..en ft and the 0.040 in alumlnu,_ ;.e_l optimumbumper
-1 ,v. upurnum bum "' ' _ sneer.
used to determine the mini,.- ........ pete, also developed by N SA The rear
configurations Th;,_ ,,,,.. "_-,panlcle size to net A _ , could then be
and therefore assumes that MLI is as e
should be reasonable ,-,,,-...., ..... ffect[ve a bumn,=r a_ .... .-_
" , w_J_lu_nn ttl . r-- "_ ='=Y _ler mat
,gnores any benefit from the SOFg,,._Ve_h'g. h Impact velocities. T_,,.. _e_. Th.Is.
assessment. Exnlicit o,..k..,_ _. ,. ,m,=f, =no shOuld.result in o ..,..._ '_,,o_.=_upmacnalso
e.ssumption, that'th--_._-._,,_._= az me third layuo was el=,, ,,.-._-_F=urvatlve
•- n=v_ur I_'-'TS as an nllm, ,,L' _...__ ,-v u,_tunaole, 80 the eao_.,,,,,,,,, uumper, was =,_.. o___ me
material properties were not considered in m....,_, oucause DUmper
s_Ac:..,e_l.._,.h_ve the pen__etratlonprote=ionthel_f.a/_:_'.o.ach, configurations 2 and3 w
=-u_._uvu spe_cln ectlverless ere
sheet _'_roo,._, ..,*,- g" The fourth and final confloura---.. _,b___u_ they h.ave the
a 1 in spacing between the two aluminum la_m.-'-,- -"- ,,,,-_ = =,,,.,- ,_so used the Dumper rear
8oth s'r'v design options were evaluated• The relevant difference between the two, for
this analysis, is the surface area. The surface area used to determine penetration
probability was that of the exposed tank sk/n on/), (the tank area beneath intertankstmctuce Was not included). Apa load was
providing eh_eldin fo Y assumed to be atop the ST'V, thus
th....... g- r the top Surface. The exposed surfa¢_ areas used to determine
4'_¢ ma_ _moer o_penetrations of the veh/c/e were 80.9 sq meters for Option t and_ S<:lm_tera for o tion 2.
The worst case mission was determined to be Number 3 - Sun-Synchronous Orbit.
The mission parameters were 900 km circular orbit, 99" Inclination and 12 hour
duration. This mission maximizes the space debris flux and desp/te not having thelongestduration wlU result In the worst case envfronment.
Table 1 summadzeo the resu_. The results cleady show the POe/tire effect of
The addition of 8OFI and MLI
or kevlar significantly increased the probability of no penetration over the single
aluminum layer, and the aluminum bumper provided the best protection of the four
configurations analyzed. The difference In results between the second and thlrd
configurations and the fourth is strictly due to the greater spacing assumed for
configuration 4. The analytical approach did not consider I:_Jmper material properties;
it only assumed that they would be equally effective at vaporizing the projectile.
Comparing the results for Option 1 and Option 2 illustrates how exposed area impacts
the results. The larger target is much more susceptible to penetration.
Table 1
_;onf_tg urati_o.n Analyzed
1. 0.040 in AI
2. 0,040 in AI
0.375 In SOFI
O.t00 in MLI
3. 0.040 In AI
0.375 in kevlar
4. 0.040 in A!
1.0 in Space
O.Ol0 in AI
_ i
Summary of Analysis Results
Minimum Particle
Diameter to Penetrate (cm)
Space Debris Meteoroids
0.0293 0.0217
0.0531 0.0472
0.0531 0.0472
0.103 0.914
m
Probability ot No
Penetrations
Option 1
0.924
0.986
0.986
0.997
0.928
0.928
0.987
Table 2 provides some matedal properties and the weight impact of the additional
materials surrounding the exposed tank area for the four material layups analyzed.
These properties are provided for use in a system level evaluation.
For more information regarding this subject, please contact Rick HJelm (xl-9131) or
Lyle Be.reiss (xl-9108)
Table 2. Mater_al Properties and Wefghts
1. 0.040 in AI
2. 0.040 in AI
0.375 in SOFI
0.100 In MLr
3. 0.040 in AI
0.375 In kevlar
0,040 in AI
1.0 In Space
O.01q In AI
2.7
0.035
0.045 279.2
_o
880
55
140
47
4500
280
2
r
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Re,'er 1-o: DYN-92-102
Date: 2-Jolt, 1992
To: Bob Spencer
CC:
From: 13mGasparrini
Subject: Prelimina S1-VLoads Based On Saturn V Data
Prelirninan/STV Avionics module loads have been derived based on Saturn V test flight data for
AS-501 and AS-502 (Apollo 5 and 6). The S-IVB measured acceleration and acoustic data from
Chapters 9 and 16 of MPR-SAT-FE-68-3 "(SaturnV Launch Vehicle Flight Evaluation Repo,l-AS-
502 Apollo 6 Mission) was used a _ data input to the loads derivation. Design Load Factors for
the avionicsmodule structureas well as flight level4"andom vibrationenvironments for the avionics
boxes were derived. This memo presents these loads and summarizes any assumptions made.
_Deslon Load Factor_
Measured acceleration data for the S-IVB was used to compute the design load factors. The
accelerometer locationsshown in Table 1 were used as a database for the acceleration data from
which the load factors were computed. These locations were selected as being representative of
the S'I'V avionics platform and are shown inFigure 9-27 of Appendix A. The maximum envelope
of the measured peak acceleration was used for the design load facfors. In the document, peak
measured accelerations are 1.4 limes the Grms accelerations.
Table 1- Design Load Factors For STV Avionics Module.
Location Thrust(g) Radial(g) GRMSSequencer Panel
Switch Selector Panel 5.9 7.8
APS Aft Attach 4.8 6.6
2.8 5.7
Thrust Structure 1.8
line Gimbal . 3.0
I 4.5 6.8
6.0 8.9
II 4.4 9.1
Maximum (GRMS) 6.0 9.1
_LyJonlcs Random Vibration Envlronmen_
The acceleration envelope time historiesused above represent the vibration as a fun ction of time
from 50 to 3000hz. A review of the data for the aft components indicates that the vibration levels
are greatest duringliftoffand maximumdynamic pressure (MaxQ). This impliesthat the
acoustically generated vibrationovershadows the mechanically transmitted vibrationduring J-2
engine start. Based on this data. the rdtoff and MaxQ acoustic environments were used to derive
random vibration environments for the avionics mounted to the avionics platform. Measurements
were used from the S-IVB Aft Skirt and the S-II Forward Skirt. The external liftoffmeasurements
from S-IVB and S-l! were averaged to form the external liftoffaooustic environment and the
externalMaxQmeasurementsfromS-IVBandS-IIwereaveragedtoform the external MaxQ
acoustic environment (Appendix A presents these measurements). The envelope of these
environments as a tunction ot frequency was used to form the "STV external acoustic
environment". The external environmen_ was reduced by 3 dB to account for transmission losses
through the skin. This reduced external environment is defined as the STV internal acoustic
environment. These environments are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 - STV Derived Internal And E.xtemal Acoustic Environments
Center External
FREQ(HZ) SPL(dB)
25 133'.634
31.5 134.633
40 135.638
50 138.607
63 137_643
80 140.624
100 140.098
125 139.124
1 60 140.182
200 140.627
250 140.384
315 139.383
400 138.638
500 136.607
630 137.393
800 137.124
1000 136.598
1250 136.124
1600 134.682
2000 134.127
2500 132.134
OASPL | 151.1
Internal
SPL(dB)
130.6340012
131.6329499
132.6375996
135.6066953
134.6432499
137.6242278
137.098075
136.1237046
137.1817419
137.627304
137.3840084
136.3829615
135.6376151
133.6067218
134.3932725
134.1242576
133.5981049
133.1237334
131.6817761
131.1273405
129.1340488
J 148.1
The internal Acoustic environment was used to derive the avionics random vibrationenvironment.
The random environment was computed from the structural response of similar hardwareby
scaling acoustic test results withthe ratio of the predicted STV acousticlevel to the actual acoustic
test level. These scaled responses for a number of acoustic tests were enveloped to define the
random vibration environment. Figure 1 presents the scaled structuralresponse database and
the STV random vibration envelope. Figure 2 wesents the STV envelope as compared to some
recent flight program random vibration environments for selected locations where avionicswere
mounted. As can be seen the STV environment is much more severe.
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Figure 1 - STV Random Vibration Database.
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Figure 2. STV Random Vibration Compared To Recent Flight Programs.
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This preliminary avionics module environment data is intended to cover both the J-2 configuration
and the SSME con6guration. This data will be updated as more Saturn V data or SSME data
becomes available. Any questions concerning this intormation can be directed to TimGasparrini
at 7-8964.
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i
11:37 AM 7/1592
APPENDIX A
SATURN V 'rEST DATA
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_ "': -'_,,: and .Ln_jine [velu_tioh
.3.3 _-_
t_ine vibration r._easurements were made on the structure, twenty-t_:o -'t
components a_d six on the engine. Heasuren_ent locations are shov;n in
Figure 9-27. The maximum composite (50 to 3000 hertz) vibration levels
on the structure, forward components, aft components, and engine are
summarized in Figure 9-28 and Table 9-4. For comparison purnoses, the
vibration levels are shown with measurements taken during AS-501 flight.
9.3.3.1 S-IVB Staae Structure and Components. The maximum vibration
levels measured on the S-IVB structure were-_Tightly lower on AS-502 than
on AS-501. Forward component maximum vibration levels were greater on
AS-502 than measured at similar locations during the AS-501 flight. The
maximum vibration levels measured at the aft components were 70 percent
of those measured at similar locations during the AS-501 flight.
9.3.3.2 S-IVB Staqe J-2 Enqine. The maximum vibration levels measured
on _he engine were almost iaentical _o those measured during the first
S-IVB burn of t_e AS-SOl flight.
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Figure 9-27. S-IVB Acoustics, Vibration and Dynamic Strain Measurements
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